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Abstract
We extend Choiceless Polynomial Time (CPT), the currently only remaining
promising candidate in the quest for a logic capturing Ptime, so that this extended
logic has the following property: for every class of structures for which isomorphism
is definable, the logic automatically captures Ptime.
For the construction of this logic we extend CPT by a witnessed symmetric
choice operator. This operator allows for choices from definable orbits. But, to
ensure polynomial time evaluation, automorphisms have to be provided to certify
that the choice set is indeed an orbit.
We argue that, in this logic, definable isomorphism implies definable canonization. Thereby, our construction removes the non-trivial step of extending isomorphism definability results to canonization. This step was a part of proofs that show
that CPT or other logics capture Ptime on a particular class of structures. The
step typically required substantial extra effort.
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Introduction

One of the central open problems in descriptive complexity theory is the quest for a logic
capturing Ptime [15]. This long-standing open problem [4] asks for a logic in which
precisely all polynomial-time decidable properties can be expressed as a sentence and
for which all formulas can be evaluated in polynomial time. The alternative would be to
prove the nonexistence of such a logic, which would however imply a separation of Ptime
and NPtime [11].
The research leading to these results has received funding from the European Research Council
(ERC) under the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme (EngageS: grant
agreement No. 820148).
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While the general quest for a Ptime-logic remains wide open, progress generally
comes in one of two flavors: research results either show that some logic captures Ptime
for an ever more extensive class of structures, or a logic is separated from Ptime, ruling
it out as a candidate for a Ptime logic. In this paper we are concerned with a third
flavor, namely with reducing the question to a presumably simpler one.
Historically, almost all results showing that Ptime is captured by some logic for some
graph class exploit the Immerman-Vardi theorem [21] which states that inflationary fixedpoint logic IFP captures Ptime on ordered graphs. To apply this theorem to a class of
unordered graphs, one defines canonization of that class inside a logic (which at least
captures IFP). Defining canonization is the task of defining an isomorphic, ordered copy
of the input graph. In algorithmic contexts, canonization is closely related to the problem
of isomorphism testing. While polynomial time canonization provides polynomial time
isomorphism testing, a reduction the other way is unknown. Granted, for most graph
classes for which a polynomial time isomorphism algorithm is known, a canonization algorithm is known as well (see [30]). However, we know of no reduction that is universally
applicable. Studying the analogous relationship for logics, we are interested in the question of whether definability of the isomorphism problem within a Ptime logic for some
graph class provides us with a logic for all of Ptime on that graph class.
Since we do not know that graph isomorphism is polynomial-time solvable in general,
it is of course not clear that in a logic for Ptime the isomorphism problem needs to be
definable. However, for all graphs on which a logic has been shown to capture Ptime,
a polynomial time isomorphism testing algorithm is known [16, 17, 24, 31]. Crucially,
in every Ptime-capturing logic for such graph classes, in particular isomorphism testing
has to be definable. With a reduction from canonization we then obtain a necessary and
sufficient condition, namely the definability of the isomorphism problem.
Regarding the issue of isomorphism versus canonization, we should highlight that
defining canonization often appears to require considerably more effort than defining the
isomorphism problem [16, 17].
In this paper we present a logic in which a definable isomorphism test automatically
implies a definable canonization. After rank logic was recently eliminated as a candidate
of a logic capturing Ptime [23], we consider an extension of the one major remaining
candidate, namely Choiceless Polynomial Time (CPT) [1]. The logic CPT operates on
hereditarily finite sets formed from the vertices of the input graph. The construction of
these sets is isomorphism-invariant, which guarantees that every CPT term or formula
evaluates to an isomorphism-invariant result. This is generally regarded as a requirement
for a reasonable logic [19]. The requirement has an important consequence: while in
algorithms it is common to make choices that are not necessarily isomorphism invariant
(e.g., pick the first neighbor of a vertex within a DFS-transversal and then process it),
this cannot be done in CPT – one has to process all possible choices in equal fashion. For
algorithms making choices, we have to prove that they compute the correct (in particular isomorphism-invariant) result, but in a logic this property should be built-in. One
possibility to overcome this problem was studied by Gire and Hoang [12] as well as by
Dawar and Richerby [7]. They extended IFP with a symmetric choice construct, which
allows that during a fixed-point computation in every step one element can be chosen
from a set that has been defined. But, in order to ensure isomorphism-invariance, these
choice sets have to be orbits of the graph. The output of such a fixed-point computation
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with choices is not necessarily isomorphism-invariant. However, at least we are guaranteed that all possible outputs are related via automorphisms of the graph, independent
of the choices that were made. Crucially, the logics are designed so that fixed-point computations are used only as “intermediate results” to overall define a property in the end.
Since this property is either true or false, the output of a formula is isomorphism-invariant
after all.
While this approach of introducing symmetric choices yields a reasonable logic, it is
not clear whether its formulas can be evaluated in polynomial time. Indeed, when a
choice is to be made, it has to be verified that the choice set is actually an orbit and it
is not known that orbits can be computed in polynomial time. This is resolved in [12]
by handing over the obligation to check that the choice sets are orbits to the formulas
themselves. For this, the formulas, beside defining the choice set, also have to define
automorphisms which can be used to check whether the choice set is indeed an orbit.
That way, the logic can be evaluated in polynomial time. We apply a similar approach to
CPT. A fixed-point operator is added, in which in every iteration a choice is made from
a choice set. For each choice set, automorphisms certifying that the choice set is indeed
an orbit have to be provided by the formula. We call this witnessed symmetric choice
(WSC).
So why should witnessed symmetric choice in CPT suffice to show that isomorphism
testing and canonization are equivalent? Here we build on two existing results. The
first one [18] shows that in CPT a definable isomorphism test implies a definable complete invariant, that is, an ordered object can be defined which is equal for two input
structures if and only if they are isomorphic. The second, more classical result is due to
Gurevich [20]. It shows how an algorithm computing complete invariants can be turned
into an algorithm computing a canonization. This algorithm requires that the class of
graphs is closed under individualization, (that is, under coloring individual vertices).
While being closed under individualization is a restriction in some contexts [22, Theorem
33], this is usually not the case [22, 25]. The canonization algorithm repeatedly uses the
complete invariant to compute a canonical orbit, chooses and individualizes one vertex
in that orbit, and proceeds until all vertices are individualized. Thereby, a total order on
the vertices is defined. And indeed, this algorithm can be expressed in CPT extended
by witnessed symmetric choice and a definable complete invariant can be turned into a
definable canonization.
Results. We extend CPT with a fixed-point operator with witnessed symmetric choice
and obtain the logic CPT+WSC. Here some small, but important formal changes to [12, 7]
have to be made so that we can successfully implement a variant of Gurevich’s canonization algorithm in CPT+WSC. However, we prefer to have a logic so that definability of
the isomorphism problem implies that the same logic captures Ptime rather than just
an extension. To show precisely this property for CPT+WSC turns out to be rather
difficult and formally intricate in several aspects. Indeed, we lift a result of [18] from
CPT to CPT+WSC thereby showing the following: if CPT+WSC defines isomorphism
of a class of structures closed under individualization, then it defines a complete invariant
and using the mentioned canonization algorithm CPT+WSC defines a canonization, too.
Overall, we obtain the following.
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Theorem 1. If CPT+WSC defines isomorphism of a class of τ -structures K (closed
under individualization), then CPT+WSC defines a canonization of K-structures and
captures Ptime on K-structures.
Finally, we apply these results to the Cai-Fürer-Immerman query [3] and construct a
class of base graphs, for which the CFI-query was not known to be definable in CPT.
Our Technique. To ensure that fixed-point operators with witnessed symmetric choice
always yield isomorphism-invariant results, we follow the approach of [12, 7]. Every
such fixed-point operator comes with a formula, called the output formula, which is
evaluated on the (not necessarily isomorphism-invariantly) defined fixed-point. We use
the formal techniques of [7] to define the semantics of this fixed-point operator. The
most important difference is that the term producing witnessing automorphism also has
access to the defined fixed-point. This turned out to be crucial to implement Gurevich’s
canonization algorithm and in turn necessitates other minor formal differences to [7]
and [12]. Equipped with these changes, extending Gurevich’s canonization algorithm to
also provide witnessing automorphism becomes rather straightforward.
This shows that a definable isomorphism problem in CPT implies that CPT+WSC is
a logic capturing Ptime. For our theorem however, we require that the statement is true
whenever isomorphism is definable in CPT+WSC rather than CPT. Therefore, we require
that a CPT+WSC-definable isomorphism test implies the existence of a CPT+WSCdefinable complete invariant. We therefore extend the DeepWL computation model used
in [18] to show the very same statement for CPT to deal with witnessed symmetric
choices. The proof of [18] is based on a translation of CPT to DeepWL, a normalization
procedure in DeepWL yielding the complete invariant, and a translation back into CPT.
Unfortunately, it turned out that this normalization procedure cannot be easily adapted
to DeepWL with witnessed symmetric choice. At multiple points we have to change small
but essential parts of definitions and so cannot reuse as many results of [18] as one would
have liked. The philosophical reason for this is that DeepWL is based on constructing
everything in parallel (for all possible inputs), which is incompatible with choices. We
cannot compute with different possible choices at the same time in the same graph, as
these choices influence each other. This forced us to nest DeepWL-algorithms to, in some
way, resemble nested fixed-point operators with witnessed symmetric choice.
Related Work. In the quest for a Ptime logic, IFP extended by counting quantifiers
was shown not to capture Ptime [3], but used to capture Ptime on various graph classes.
These include graphs with excluded minors [16] and graphs with bounded rank width [17].
Both results take the route via canonization. On the negative side, rank logic [23] and
the more general linear algebraic logic [6] were separated from Ptime.
CPT was shown to capture Ptime on various classes of structures, for example
on padded structures [2] (i.e. on disjoint unions of arbitrary structures and sufficiently
large cliques), structures with bounded color class size whose automorphism groups are
abelian [31], and on (some) structures with bounded color class size whose automorphism
groups are dihedral groups [24]. Here also, each of the results is obtained via canonization.
Philosophically, all these approaches are somewhat orthogonal to witnessed symmetric
choice. They use the fact that some set of objects, for which it is not known whether they
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form orbits, is small enough to try out all possible choices. The CFI-query on ordered
base graphs was shown to be CPT-definable [9] using deeply nested sets invariant under
all isomorphisms. These results were generalized to base graphs with logarithmic color
class size and to graphs with linear maximal degree [28]. In CPT+WSC defining the
CFI-query on ordered base graphs is comparatively easier similar to IFP with witnessed
symmetric choice in [12]. While it is in general still open whether CPT captures Ptime,
there are isomorphism invariant functions not definable in CPT [29], see also [26] for more
recent work on limits of definability in CPT.
The extension of first order logic with non-witnessed symmetric choice was studied
in [12, 7]. Whenever the choice set is not an orbit, nothing is chosen. The more general
variant in [7] supports parameters for fixed-point operators with symmetric choice and as
such allows fixed-point operators to be nested. We followed most of these approaches and
generalized the usage of quantifiers to output formulas in order to wrap the calculated
fixed-point in an isomorphism-invariant output. While in the first-order setting the fixedpoint operators are tied to define relations, in the CPT setting we can of course define
arbitrary hereditarily finite sets. For these sets output formulas seem more suitable
than solely quantifiers. Dropping the requirement of choosing from orbits is also studied
in [8], called nondeterministic choice. When only formulas are considered which always
produce a deterministic result, one captures Ptime. But since it is not decidable whether
a formula has this property, this does not yield a logic in which formulas can be evaluated
in polynomial time and thus not a candidate for Ptime logic.
Structure of the Paper. After reviewing some preliminaries and in particular CPT in
Section 2, we extend CPT with a fixed-point operator with witnessed symmetric choice
in Section 3. In Section 4 we implement the canonization algorithm and show the equivalence between isomorphism and canonization, apart from the crucial point that definable
isomorphism implies a definable complete invariant. This is shown in Section 5, which introduces and extends the DeepWL model. Finally, we apply these techniques in Section 6
to the CFI-query. We end with a discussion and open questions in Section 7.

2

Preliminaries

We denote with [k] the set {1, . . . , k} and the i-th entry of a tuple t̄ ∈ N k (for some
set N) with ti . The disjoint union of two sets N and M is N ⊎ M.
A (relational) signature τ = {R1 , . . . , Rℓ } consists of a set of relation symbols with
associated arities ri ∈ N for all i ∈ [ℓ]. A τ -structure A is a tuple A = (A, R1A , . . . , RℓA )
where RiA ⊆ Ari for all i ∈ [ℓ]. We always denote the universe of A by A and call its
elements atoms. The disjoint union of two structures A and B is A ⊎ B. The reduct of a
τ -structure A to a signature τ ′ ⊆ τ is A ↾ τ ′ . This paper only considers finite structures.
The hereditarily finite sets over A, denoted by HF(A), for some set of atoms A
is the inclusion-wise smallest set such that A ⊆ HF(A) and a ∈ HF(A) for every finite
a ⊆ HF(A). A set a ∈ HF(A) is transitive, if c ∈ b ∈ a for some b implies c ∈ a. The
transitive closure TC(a) of a is the least (with respect to set inclusion) transitive set b
with a ⊆ b.
Let A be a τ -structure and ā be a tuple of HF(A)-sets. We write Aut(A) for the group
5

of automorphisms of A and Aut((A, ā)) for the group of automorphisms ϕ of A which
stabilize each of the HF(A)-sets ai , i.e. ϕ(ai ) = ai , for all i ∈ [|ā|]. A set b ∈ HF(A) is an
orbit of (A, ā) if b = {ϕ(c) | ϕ ∈ Aut((A, ā))} for one (and thus every) c ∈ b. We also
use the orbit notion for other objects, e.g. tuples (which could of course be encoded as
hereditarily finite sets): if b is a set of k-tuples of atoms, we call b a k-orbit. We write
orbsk (A) for the set of k-orbits of A.

Choiceless Polynomial Time
The logic CPT was introduced by Blass, Gurevich, and Shelah [1] using a pseudocodelike syntax. Later there were “logical” definitions using iteration terms or fixed points.
To give a concise definition of CPT, we follow [13] and use ideas of e.g. [27] to enforce
polynomial bounds.
Let τ be a signature and extend τ by adding set-theoretic function symbols τ HF :=
τ ⊎ {∅, Atoms, Pair, Union, Unique, Card}, where ∅ and Atoms are constants, Union, Unique,
and Card are unary, and Pair is binary. The hereditarily finite expansion HF(A) of a
τ -structure A is a τ HF -structure over the universe HF(A) defined as follows: all relations
in τ are interpreted as they are in A. The special function symbols have the expected set
theoretic interpretation:
• ∅HF(A) = ∅ and AtomsHF(A) = A,
• PairHF(A) (a, b) = {a, b},
• UnionHF(A) (a) = {b | ∃c ∈ a. b ∈ c},
• UniqueHF(A) (a) =


b

if a = {b}
, and
∅ otherwise


|a|

if a ∈
/A
,
• CardHF(A) (a) = 
∅
otherwise
where the number |a| is encoded as a von Neumann ordinal.
Note that the Unique function is invariant under automorphisms because it only evaluates
non-trivially when applied to singleton sets.
The logic CPT is obtained as the polynomial time fragment of the logic BGS (after
Blass, Gurevich, and Shelah [1]): A BGS term is composed of variables and function
symbols from τ HF and the two following constructs: if s(x̄, y) and t(x̄) are terms with
a sequence of free variables x̄ (and an additional free variable y in the case of s) and
Φ(x̄, y) is a formula with free variables x̄ and y then r(x̄) = {s(x̄, y) | y ∈ t(x̄), Φ(x̄, y)} is
a comprehension term with free variables x̄. For a term s(x̄, y) with free variables x̄
and y the iteration term s[y]∗(x̄) has free variables1 x̄. BGS formulas are obtained
as R(t1 , . . . , tk ) (for R ∈ τ of arity k and BGS terms t1 , . . . , tk ), as t1 = t2 , and as the
usual Boolean connectives.
1

Here we differ from the definition in [13], in which s is only allowed to have one free variable y.
For CPT, allowing more free variables does not increase expressiveness, but for our extensions later it is
useful to allow additional free variables in an iteration term.
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Let A be a τ -structure. BGS terms and formulas are evaluated over HF(A) by the
denotation JtKA : HF(A)k → HF(A) that maps values ā = (a1 , . . . , ak ) ∈ HF(A)k for the
free variables x̄ = (x1 , . . . , xk ) of a term s to the value of s obtained if we replace xi
with ai (for i ∈ [k]). For a formula Φ with free variables x̄, the denotation JΦKA is the
set of all ā = (a1 , . . . , ak ) ∈ HF(A)k satisfying Φ.
The denotation of a comprehension term r as above is the following: JrKA (ā) =
{JsKA (āb) | b ∈ JtKA (ā), (āb) ∈ JΦKA }, where āb denotes the tuple (a1 , . . . , ak , b). An
iteration term s[y]∗(x̄) for a tuple b̄ ∈ HF(A)|x̄| with sets for the free variables defines a
sequence of sets via a0 := ∅ and ai+1 := JsKA (b̄ai ). Let ℓ := ℓ(s[y])∗, A, b̄) be the least
number i such that ai+1 = ai . If such an ℓ exists we set Js[y]∗KA (b̄) := aℓ and we set
Js[y]∗KA (b̄) := ∅ otherwise.
A CPT term (or formula, respectively) is a tuple (t, p) (or (Φ, p), respectively) of a
BGS term (or formula) and a polynomial p(n). The semantics of CPT is derived from
BGS by replacing t with (t, p) everywhere (or Φ with (Φ, p)) with the following exception
for iteration terms: We define J(s[y]∗, p)KA (b̄) := Js[y]∗KA (b̄) if ℓ(s[y]∗, A, b̄) ≤ p(|A|)
and |TC(ai )| ≤ p(|A|) for all i, where the ai are defined as above. Otherwise, we set
J(s[y]∗, p)KA (b̄) := ∅. The size of ai is measured by |TC(ai )| because by transitivity
TC(ai ) contains all sets bk ∈ · · · ∈ b1 ∈ ai occurring somewhere in the structure of ai .
It suffices to put polynomial bounds on iteration terms, because all other terms increase
the size of the defined sets only polynomially.

Logical Interpretations
We use a simple notion of a CPT-interpretation in this paper. Let τ and σ be relational
signatures and write CPT[τ ] respectively CPT[σ] for CPT formulas or terms over the
signatures τ or σ. A CPT[τ, σ]-interpretation Θ with parameters x̄ is a tuple Θ =
(s(x̄), Φ1 (x̄ȳ1 ), . . . , Φk (x̄ȳk )) of a CPT[τ ]-term s and CPT[τ ]-formulas Φ1 , . . . , Φk , where
σ = {R1 , . . . , Rk } and if Ri is of arity j, then |ȳi| = j.
Let A be a τ -structure and ā ∈ A|x̄| . Then the σ-structure Θ(A, ā) has atoms B :=
Θ(A,ā)
:= {b̄ ∈
JsKA (ā) and for every j ∈ [k] the relation Ri of arity j is defined by Ri
k
A
B | āb̄ ∈ JΦi K }. Note that for CPT no equivalence or the notion of a dimension of an
interpretation is needed as in the case of FO, because CPT can define the equivalence
classes and tuples in terms of sets itself.

3

CPT with a Symmetric Choice Operator

We start by extending BGS with a fixed-point operator with witnessed symmetric choice
(WSC-fixed-point operator). The logic BGS+WSC is the extension of BGS logic by the
following operator to construct formulas:
Ψ(z̄) = WSC∗ xy. (sstep (z̄xy), schoice (z̄x), swit (z̄xy), Φout (z̄x)).
Here, sstep , schoice , and swit are BGS+WSC terms and Φout is a BGS+WSC formula. The
free variables of sstep and swit apart from x and y and the free variables of schoice and
Φout apart from x are free in Ψ. In particular, y is only bound in sstep and swit . We
call sstep the step term, schoice the choice term, swit the witnessing term, and Φout
7

the output formula. Intuitively, we want to iterate the step term sstep (x, y) until we
reach a fixed-point for the set x. However, we choose before each step an element y of
the choice set defined by the choice term schoice (x). Once a fixed-point is reached, the
witnessing term swit must provide automorphisms for every intermediate step witnessing
that we indeed chose from orbits (details later). Finally, Ψ is satisfied if the output
formula Φout (a) is satisfied where a is the set computed through iteration with choice.
Because we always choose from orbits, Φout (a) is satisfied by some fixed-point a if and
only it is satisfied for every possible fixed-point a (details also later). In that way, the
evaluation of BGS+WSC terms and formulas is still deterministic, so do not depend on
any choices made in the fixed-point computation.
We remark that here it seems reasonable to allow free variables in iteration terms.
Otherwise, they cannot be used in sstep , schoice , swit , and Φout . While in plain CPT or
BGS it is clear that nested iteration terms can be eliminated, this is not immediately
clear but at least convenient in BGS+WSC.
An example. To illustrate the definition we discuss an example. A universal vertex
is a vertex adjacent to every other vertex. A graph G = (V, E) is a threshold graph if
we can reduce it to the empty graph by repeatedly removing a universal or an isolated
vertex. Our example describes a CPT+WSC-sentence that defines the class of threshold
graphs (which we only do for illustration as the class of threshold graphs is already IFPdefinable). The idea is simple: the set of vertices that are universal or isolated form an
orbit (note that a graph on more than one vertex cannot have a universal and an isolated
vertex at the same time). Thus, we use a WSC-fixed-point operator to choose one such
vertex, remove it, and repeat this, until no vertex can be removed anymore.
We start with the choice term schoice (x). For a set x ⊆ V the following term defines
the set of vertices that are universal or isolated in G[V \ x]:
r := Atoms \ x,
schoice (x) := {y | y ∈ r, (∀z ∈ r. y = z ∨ E(y, z)) ∨ (∀z ∈ r. y = z ∨ ¬E(y, z))}.
Then the step term sstep (x, y) adds a chosen vertex y to those already removed:
sstep (x, y) := x ∪ ({y} ∩ Atoms).
The intersection with Atoms is needed to obtain a fixed-point when schoice defines the
empty set. As certification, the term t(z, z ′ ) defines the transposition of z and z ′ and the
witnessing term swit (x) collects all transpositions of pairs of vertices in the choice set2 :
t(z, z ′ ) := {(x, x) | x ∈ Atoms \ {z, z ′ }} ∪ {(z, z ′ ), (z ′ , z)}
swit (x) := {t(z, z ′ ) | (z, z ′ ) ∈ x2 }.
Finally, the output formula Φout (x) := x = Atoms checks whether all vertices have been
removed. Overall the following formula defines the class of threshold graphs:
WSC∗ xy. (sstep , schoice , swit, Φout ).
2

Technically the witnessing term should have a second free variable, that we do not use here.
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The WSC-fixed-point operator will compute the fixed-point of the variable x starting
with x0 = ∅ as initial value for x. First, the term schoice (a0 ) is evaluated to define the first
choice set y0 of all universal or isolated vertices of G. Then one such vertex u is chosen
and the step term sstep (x0 , {u}) is evaluated yielding x1 = {u}.
Now inductively assume that xi contains all vertices removed so far. Then yi is the
set of all universal or isolated vertices of G[V \ xi ], this is now an orbit of (G, xi ) (in fact,
an orbit of (G, x0 , . . . , xi )). So again, a vertex u ∈ yi is chosen and added by sstep to xi
yielding the set xi+1 .
So finally assume the case that yi is empty. Then nothing is chosen and the step
term evaluated and yields sstep (xi , ∅) = xi , so a fixed-point is reached. Then the output
formula defines whether it was possible to remove all vertices.
Now, the WSC-fixed-point operator evaluates the witnessing term to certify that
indeed all choices where made from orbits. As argued before, all choice sets are indeed
orbits and the term swit (yi ) outputs for every yi a set of automorphisms, that for every
u, v ∈ yi contains an automorphism mapping u to v and so it is certified that the choice
sets indeed are orbits.

3.1

Semantics of Symmetric Choice Operators

We now define the precise semantics. We define evaluation of WSC-fixed-point operators
for general isomorphism-invariant functions. This makes the definition independent of
the semantics of CPT and we can reuse it later in Section 5.
Definition 2 (Isomorphism-Invariant Function). For a τ -structure A and a tuple ā ∈
HF(A)∗ , a function f : HF(A)k → HF(A) is called (A, ā)-isomorphism-invariant if
every automorphism ϕ ∈ Aut((A, ā)) satisfies f (ϕ(b̄)) = ϕ(f (b̄)) for every b̄ ∈ HF(A)k .
Definition 3 (Witnessing an Orbit). For a τ -structure A and a tuple ā ∈ HF(A)∗ a
set M witnesses a set N as orbit of (A, ā) if M ⊆ Aut((A, ā)) and for every b, c ∈ N
there is a ϕ ∈ M satisfying ϕ(b) = c.
Note that this definition also allows witnessing proper subsets of orbits. However,
the sets N of interest in the following will always be given by an isomorphism-invariant
function and so N can never be a proper subset of an orbit.
A,ā
A,ā
: HF(A) ×
, fwit
Now fix an arbitrary τ -structure A and a tuple ā ∈ HF(A)∗ . Let fstep
A,ā
HF(A) → HF(A) and fchoice : HF(A) → HF(A) be (A, ā)-isomorphism-invariant functions.
A,ā
A,ā
We define the (possibly infinite) unique least tree T (fstep
, fchoice
) whose vertices are
labeled with HF(A)-sets (so two nodes in the tree can have the same label) and which
satisfies the following:
• The root is labeled with ∅.
A
• A vertex labeled with c ∈ HF(A) has for every d ∈ fchoice
(b) a child labeled with
A
fstep (b, c).
A,ā
A,ā
Let P(fstep
, fchoice
) be the set of tuples p = (b1 , . . . , bn ) of HF(A)-sets such that n ≥ 2,
b1 = ∅, bn−1 = bn , bi−1 6= bi for all 1 < i < n, and there is a path of length n in
A,ā
A,ā
T (fstep
, fchoice
) starting at the root and the i-th vertex in the path is labeled with bi
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A,ā
A,ā
) models the computation for all possible choices
, fchoice
for all i ∈ [n]. That is, T (fstep
A,ā
A,ā
and P(fstep , fchoice ) is the set of all possible labels yielding a fixed-point. For sake of
A,ā
A,ā
) also paths.
, fchoice
readability, we call the elements of P(fstep
A,ā
A,ā
A,ā
We say that the function fwit witnesses a path p = (b1 , . . . , bn ) ∈ P(fstep
, fchoice
) if
A,ā
A,ā
for every i ∈ [n − 1] it holds that fwit (bn , bi ) witnesses fchoice (bi ) as an (A, ā, b1 , . . . , bi )orbit. Finally, we define
A,ā
A,ā
A,ā
A,ā
A,ā
WSC∗ (fstep
, fchoice
, fwit
) := {bn | (b1 , . . . , bn ) ∈ P(fstep
, fchoice
)}
A,ā
A,ā
A,ā
A,ā
A,ā
A,ā
if fwit
witnesses all paths in P(fstep
, fchoice
) and WSC∗ (fstep
, fchoice
, fwit
) := ∅ otherwise.
A,ā
A,ā
A,ā
A,ā
A,ā
Lemma 4. If fwit
witnesses some path in P(fstep
, fchoice
), then P(fstep
, fchoice
) is an orbit
of (A, ā).

Proof. Let p∗ = (b∗1 , . . . , b∗k ) be a witnessed path, let Pi be the set of prefixes of length i
A,ā
A,ā
of the paths in P(fstep
, fchoice
), and let p∗i be the prefix of length i of p∗ . We prove by
induction on i that Pi is an orbit. For the root ∅ the claim trivially holds.
We show that p = (b1 , . . . , bi+1 ) is in Pi+1 if and only if there is an automorphism
ϕ ∈ Aut((A, ā)) such that ϕ(p∗i+1 ) = p. Let pi be the prefix of length i of p.
First, let p ∈ Pi+1 . By induction hypothesis there is an automorphism ϕ ∈ Aut((A, ā))
A,ā
A,ā
A,ā
such that ϕ(p∗i ) = pi . By definition of T (fstep
, fchoice
) for some c∗i ∈ fchoice
(b∗i ) and some
A,ā
A,ā
A,ā
A,ā
ci ∈ fchoice (bi ) it holds that b∗i = fstep (b∗i , c∗i ), and bi = fstep (bi , ci ). Because fchoice
is
A,ā
A,ā
∗
∗
isomorphism-invariant, we have that fchoice (bi ) = ϕ(fchoice (bi )). Because p is witnessed,
A,ā
A,ā
(bi ) is an orbit of (A, āpi ) = ϕ((A, āp∗i )). It
(b∗i ) is an orbit of (A, āp∗i ) and so fchoice
fchoice
follows that ϕ(c∗i ) and ci are in the same orbit of (A, āpi ). So let ψ ∈ Aut((A, āpi )) such
that ψ(ϕ(c∗i )) = ci . We now have
A,ā ∗ ∗
ψ(ϕ(b∗i+1 )) = ψ(ϕ(fstep
(bi , ci )))
A,ā
= fstep
(ψ(ϕ(b∗i )), ψ(ϕ(c∗i )))
A,ā
= fstep
(bi , ci ) = bi+1
A,ā
because fstep
is isomorphism-invariant. Because ψ fixes b1 , . . . , bi , we finally have that
∗
(ψ ◦ ϕ)(pi+1 ) = p.
Second, let ϕ ∈ Aut((A, ā)) such that p = ϕ(p∗i ). Then by induction hypothesis
A,ā ∗ ∗
A,ā
(bi , ci ). Be(b∗i ) such that b∗i+1 = fstep
pi = ϕ(p∗i ) ∈ Pi . As before, let c∗i ∈ fchoice
A,ā
A,ā
∗
∗
cause fchoice is isomorphism-invariant, it holds that ϕ(ci+1 ) ∈ fchoice (ϕ(bi ), ϕ(c∗i )). BeA,ā ∗ ∗
A,ā
(bi , ci+1 )) =
is isomorphism-invariant it holds that bi+1 = ϕ(b∗i+1 ) = ϕ(fstep
cause fstep
A,ā
A,ā
∗
∗
∗
fstep (ϕ(bi ), ϕ(ci+1 )) = fstep (bi , ϕ(ci ). That is, the vertex corresponding to bi (when folA,ā
A,ā
) starting at the root) has a child labeled with bi+1 and
, fchoice
lowing the tree T (fstep
hence p ∈ Pi+1 .
A,ā
A,ā
A,ā
) or none of
Corollary 5. The function fwit
either witnesses all paths in P(fstep
, fchoice
them.
A,ā
A,ā
Proof. If there is a witnessed path p∗ = (b∗1 , . . . , b∗k ) in P(fstep
, fchoice
), then the set
A,ā
A,ā
A,ā
P(fstep , fchoice ) is an orbit. The claim follows because fchoice is isomorphism-invariant:
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So for every other path p there is a ϕ ∈ Aut((A, ā)) such that p = ϕ(p∗ ) and in
particular p = (b1 , . . . bk ) (i.e., p and p∗ have the same length). Let i ∈ [n − 1].
A,ā
A,ā
A,ā ∗ ∗
Then fwit
(bn , bi ) = fwit
(ϕ(b∗n ), ϕ(b∗i )) = ϕ(fwit
(bn , bi )) ⊆ ϕ(Aut((A, ā, b∗1 , . . . , b∗i ))) =
A,ā
A,ā
Aut(A, ā, b1 , . . . , bi ). Let d, e ∈ fchoice (bi , ci ). Then again because fchoice
is isomorphismA,ā
A,ā ∗ ∗
91
91
∗ ∗
∗
invariant, ϕ (d), ϕ (e) ∈ fchoice (bi , ci ). Because p is witnessed, there is a ψ ∈ fwit
(bn , ci )
A,ā
91
91
such that ψ(ϕ (d)) = ϕ (e). Hence, ψ ◦ ϕ is in fchoice (bi , ci ) and maps d to e.
A,ā
A,ā
A,ā
Corollary 6. WSC∗ (fstep
, fchoice
, fwit
) is an (A, ā)-orbit.
A,ā
A,ā
Proof. Assume that there is a non-witnessed path (or no path) in P(fstep
, fchoice
). In
A,ā
A,ā
A,ā
∗
this case WSC (fstep , fchoice , fwit ) = ∅ trivially satisfies the claim. Otherwise, there is
A,ā
A,ā
a witnessed path and P(fstep
, fchoice
) is an orbit, all paths have the same length, and
A,ā
A,ā
A,ā
∗
WSC (fstep , fchoice , fwit ) is the set of all sets b, which are the last entry of some path in
A,ā
A,ā
A,ā
A,ā
P(fstep
, fchoice
). Because P(fstep
, fchoice
) is an orbit, in particular the last vertices in every
path (which are at the same depth) form an orbit and the claim follows.

Now we can define the denotation of WSC-fixed-point operators: For a BGS+WCS
term s with free variables x1 , . . . , xk and a tuple ā ∈ HF(A)ℓ for ℓ ≤ k we write JsKA (ā)
for the “partial” application of the function JsKA , so for the function HF(A)k−ℓ → HF(A)
defined by b̄ 7→ JsKA (āb̄).
Let sstep and swit be BGS+WSC terms with free variables z̄xy, schoice be a BGS+WSC
term with free variables z̄x, and Φout be a BGS+WSC formula with free variables z̄x.
JWSC∗ xy. (sstep , schoice , swit , Φout )KA :=
{ā | āb ∈ JΦout KA for every b ∈ WSC∗ (Jsstep KA (ā), Jschoice KA (ā), Jswit KA (ā))}.
In [7] the fixed-point operator with symmetric choice is not evaluated on A, but on
the reduct A ↾ τ ′ , where τ ′ ⊆ τ is the subset of relations of the τ -structure A used in the
fixed-point operator. This ensures that adding unused relations to structures does not
change the result of a formula (the additional relations potentially change the orbits of the
structure and choices cannot be witnessed anymore), which is a desirable property [10].
We do not use the “reduct semantics” in this paper. We could in principle use it but
then Section 5 would get even more technical without providing further insights.
Failure on Non-Witnessed Choices. While the denotation defined as above results
in a reasonable logic, we want a special treatment of the case when choices cannot be
A,ā
A,ā
witnessed. Whenever during the evaluation of a formula there is a path in P(fstep
, fchoice
)
that is not witnessed, we abort evaluation and output an error, indicating there was a
non-witnessed choice. Formally, we extend the denotation by an error-marker †. Then
the denotation of a term becomes a function HF(A)k → HF(A) ∪ {†} and the denotation
of a formula a function HF(A)k → {⊤, ⊥, †}. Whenever a † occurs, it is just propagated.
We omit the formal definitions here. Note that there still might be tuples ā, such that
A,ā
A,ā
there is a non-witnessed path in P(fstep
, fchoice
), but the corresponding WSC-fixed-point
operator is never evaluated for the parameter tuple ā.
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Fixing Intermediate Steps. We define the evaluation of choice terms similar to [7]
A,ā
A,ā
using the tree T (fstep
, fchoice
). However, our definition is different in one crucial aspect:
in the setting of Lemma 4, we require that fchoice (bi ) defines an orbit of (A, ā, b1 , . . . , bi ),
where in [7] an orbit of (A, ā, bi , ci ) is required. That is, in BGS+WSC one has to respect
in some sense all choices made in previous intermediate steps during the fixed-point
computation. This is crucial to prove Lemma 4. In [7] this is not required, because
A,ā
A,ā
the authors only need that the vertices in T (fstep
, fchoice
) on the same level are in the
same orbit. We actually need that the paths in the tree in their entirety form an orbit
to establish Corollary 5. Due to this corollary, we can give the witnessing term access
to bn when witnessing (A, ā, b1 , . . . , bi )-orbits. This plays a crucial role in the following.
We do not require that the actual chosen elements ci are fixed by the automorphisms,
because in contrast to [7] the choice term only gets the bi as input and not the ci . So
if two different ci and c′i result in the same next intermediate step bi+1 , the following
computation will be the same for both choices. For the very same reason and again in
A,ā
A,ā
contrast to [7] it is sufficient to label the vertices in the tree T (fstep
, fchoice
) only with the
intermediate steps bi and not additionally with the chosen elements.

3.2

CPT+WSC

Similarly to how CPT is obtained from BGS, we obtain CPT+WSC by enforcing polynomial bounds on BGS+WSC formulas: A CPT+WSC term (formula) is a pair (s, p(n))
((Φ, p(n))) of a BGS+WSC term (formula) and a polynomial.
For BGS operators, we add the same restrictions as in CPT. For a WSC-fixed-point
operator WSC∗ xy. (sstep , schoice , swit , Φout ), a structure A, and a tuple ā ∈ HF(A)∗ , we
A,ā
A,ā
restrict P(fstep
, fchoice
) to paths (b1 , . . . , bk ) of length k ≤ p(|A|) for which |TC(bi )| ≤
A,ā
A,ā
p(|A|) for all i ∈ [k]. If there is a path in P(fstep
, fchoice
) of length greater than p(|A|) or
in some such path there is a set not bounded by p, then the WSC-fixed-point operator
has denotation †.
It is important that we do not require that |WSC∗ (Jsstep KA (ā), Jschoice KA (ā), Jswit KA (ā))|
is bounded by p(|A|). In fact using WSC-fixed-point operators only makes sense if the
set is allowed to be of superpolynomial size, as otherwise we could define it with a regular
iteration term. It is also important to output † and not ∅ when the polynomial bound is
exceeded because in that case we cannot validate whether all choice sets are orbits (and
so it might depend on the choices whether the bound is exceeded or not). To evaluate
the witnessing term we need access to the fixed-point, which cannot be computed if the
polynomial bound gets exceeded.
Because the WSC-fixed-point operator can only choose from orbits, CPT+WSC is
isomorphism invariant.
Lemma 7. For every structure A, every CPT+WSC term s and every CPT+WSC formula Φ the denotations JsKA and JΦKA are unions of A-orbits.
Proof. The proof is straightforward by structural induction on terms and formulas using
Corollary 6.
While Lemma 7 only concerns automorphisms, it is easy to see that CPT+WSC also
respects isomorphism between different structures. Using multiple structures would make
Section 3.1 formally more complicated without providing new insights.
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Using Lemma 7 we can show that model checking for CPT+WSC can be done in
polynomial time. Naively computing the denotation is not possible, because as we have
seen earlier, the sets WSC∗ (Jsstep KA (ā), Jschoice KA (ā), JswitKA (ā)) may not of polynomial
size.
Lemma 8. For every CPT+WSC term (s, p(n)) or formula (Φ, p(n)) we can compute in
polynomial time on input A and ā ∈ HF(A)k the denotation JsKA (ā) or JΦKA (ā) respectively.
Proof. The proof is by structural induction on s or Φ. We show that JsKA (ā) or JΦKA (ā)
can be computed in polynomial time for every tuple ā ∈ HF(A) of suitable length.
Assume by induction hypothesis that for CPT+WSC terms s and t and formulas Φ
and Ψ, the denotation can be computed in polynomial time. Then we can surely do so
for comprehension terms, iterations terms, and all formulas composed of s, t, Φ and Ψ
apart from WSC-fixed-point operators.
So we have to consider a WSC-fixed-point operator
WSC∗ xy. (sstep , schoice , swit, Φout ).
Because M := WSC∗ (Jsstep KA (ā), Jschoice KA (ā), JswitKA (ā)) is an orbit of (A, ā) by Corollary 6, it suffices to compute one b ∈ M (or determine that none exists) and check
whether āb ∈ JΦout KA by Lemma 7. Given b, the check can be done in polynomial time
by induction hypothesis. A b ∈ M can be computed by naively, iteratively evaluating
schoice to define a choice set, selecting one arbitrary element out of it, and then evaluating
sstep with this choice until either a fixed-point b is reached or more than p(|A|) iterations
are performed. In the later case output †. If this is not the case, we check whether swit
witnesses the computed path. If the path is not witnessed, then we abort with output †
and otherwise by Corollary 5 we computed one b ∈ M. If, at any point during the evaluation, we have to construct a set c with |TC(c)| > p(|A|), then output † as well. If we
always chose from orbits we would have constructed such an excessively large set c for
all possible choices. Otherwise, if some choice set would not be an orbit we would fail to
witnessing the orbits and output † as well.
We need to evaluate sstep , schoice , and swit at most p(|A|) times, so computing b is also
done in polynomial time.

3.3

Defining Sets

The WSC-fixed-point operator can only output truth values. These are, by design,
isomorphism-invariant. We now discuss alternatives: Let f : HF(A)k 7→ HF(A) be some
function which we want to compute with an iteration term which choice (the domain
is the set of possible parameter values). To obtain a deterministic logic, we need that
ϕ(f (ā)) = f (ā) for every ϕ ∈ Aut((A, ā)). This clearly holds if f only returns truth
values (e.g., encoded by ∅ and {∅}). Because in general we do not know how to compute Aut((A, ā)) in polynomial time, and therefore cannot decide whether the condition
ϕ(f (ā)) = f (ā) is satisfied for all ϕ ∈ Aut((A, ā)) during the evaluation of the logic in
polynomial time, we consider the case of functions f : HF(A)k 7→ HF(∅), which generalizes the case of truth values but still is syntactically isomorphism invariant. We define
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an iteration term for this case:
WSC∗ xy. (sstep , schoice , swit , sout ),
where sstep , schoice , swit , and sout are BGS+WSC terms. The only difference to the iteration
term which choice seen so far is that the output formula is replaced with an output term.
Its denotation is defined as follows:
JWSC∗ xy. (sstep , schoice , swit , sout )KA (ā)
:=

S


A
b∈W Jsout K (āb)

∅

if Jsout KA (āb) ∈ HF(∅) for all b ∈ W
otherwise,

where W := WSC∗ (Jsstep KA (ā), Jschoice KA (ā), Jswit KA (ā)). That is, if Jsout KA (āb) ∈ HF(∅)
for all b ∈ W , then Jsout KA (āb) = Jsout KA (āb′ ) for all b, b′ ∈ W and the iteration term just
evaluates to Jsout KA (āb) for every b ∈ W if W 6= ∅ and to ∅ otherwise.
We now show that the extended WSC-fixed-point operator does not increase the
expressive power of CPT+WSC:
Lemma 9. For every choice of CPT+WSC terms sstep , schoice , swit , and sout , there is a
CPT+WSC term t such that for all structures A it holds that
JWSC∗ xy. (sstep , schoice , swit , sout )KA = JtKA .
Proof. Let p(n) be the polynomial of the CPT+WSC term and n := |A|. Let a be
a set constructed during the evaluation. Because of the polynomial bounds, we have
|TC(a)| ≤ p(n). The set a corresponds to a directed acyclic graph (DAG), where the
leaves are either atoms or ∅. By the condition |TC(a)| ≤ p(n) the DAG has at most
p(n) many vertices. Note that HF(∅) can be totally ordered in CPT. In particular, if
a ∈ HF(∅), the DAG corresponding to a can be totally ordered. Given the DAG, we can
reconstruct a in CPT.
Let ttoDAG (z) be a CPT term, which given a set a ∈ HF(∅) outputs the totally ordered
DAG corresponding to a (that is, is vertices are numbers) as a set containing the edges
of the DAG. If a 6∈ HF(∅), then ttoDAG outputs ∅. Furthermore, let tfromDAG(z) be the
term recovering a from this set.
First, Φ := WSC∗ xy. (sstep , schoice , swit, (sout 6= ∅) ⇒ (ttoDAG (sout ) 6= ∅)) defines
whether sout only outputs HF(∅)-sets. Second,
r := {(i, j) | i, j ∈ [p(|Atoms|)], WSC∗ xy. (sstep , schoice , swit , (i, j) ∈ ttoDAG (sout ))}
defines the DAG given by ttoDAG . Finally, Unique({tfromDAG(r) | Φ}) is equivalent to
WSC∗ xy. (sstep , schoice , swit , sout ), where we use p(n)2 as new polynomial bound (because
we just try all pairs i, j).
With an easy inductive argument one sees that also nesting the extended iteration
terms does not increase the expressive power.
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4

Canonization in CPT+WSC

In the following we work with classes of relational τ -structures K. We always assume
that these classes are closed under isomorphisms and only contain connected structures,
because we are interested in isomorphism testing and canonization. The case of unconnected structures reduces to connected ones.
The process of individualizing certain atoms in structures plays a crucial role and we
only want to consider classes of structures closed under individualizing atoms. Conceptually, individualizing an atom means to give it a unique color. The formulas we are
going to define in fact iteratively individualize atoms. So it will be convenient to capture
the individualized atoms by CPT+WSC “internal” tuples, that is, many formulas will
have a free variable ι to which we can pass a tuple (encoded using sets) containing the
sequence of individualized atoms. Thus, instead of assuming that the classes of structures
are closed under individualization, we work with the free variable ι to which all possible
tuples can be passed and require in our definitions that certain properties hold for all
possible tuples to pass into ι. At crucial points we remind the reader that in that sense
we work with individualization-closed classes of structures.
In what follows, we will always assume that tuples do not contain duplicates. Moreover, we will freely switch between the “internal” representation of tuples in CPT and
the “external” sequence of individualized atoms whenever needed. For sake of shorter
formulas, we introduce a slightly special concatenation operation for tuples of atoms in
CPT+WSC. This operation is shorthand notation for a more complex but uninteresting
CPT term. Let x and y be variables. We write xy for a CPT term satisfying the following
equations:
JxyKA (ā, b) = āb

ā ∈ A∗ , b ∈ A, b ∈
/ ā,

JxyKA (ā, b) = ā

ā ∈ A∗ , b ∈ A, b ∈ ā,
ā ∈ A∗ , b ∈ A,

JxyKA (ā, {b}) = JxyKA (ā, b)

ā ∈ A∗ , b ∈ A.

JxyKA (ā, ∅) = ā

We also assume that xy concatenates two tuples by also removing duplicates. We write xi
for the term extracting the i-th position of a tuple or the empty set if i is larger than
the length of the tuple (i is encoded as a von Neumann ordinal). We extend to notation
from variables to arbitrary CPT+WSC terms s and t and write st for the CPT+WSC
term appending the result of t to the result of s in the way defined above. Clearly, all
these terms can be defined in CPT+WSC (or CPT if s and t are CPT terms, too).
We now introduce various notions related to defining isomorphism and canonization.
In the end, we show that all of them are equivalent. As already mentioned, it will be
important to not only consider all structures A of a given class of structures K, but also
to consider all pairs (A, ā) for all ā ∈ A∗ . In what follows, let L be one of the logics CPT
or CPT+WSC.
Definition 10 (Definable Isomorphism). A logic L defines isomorphism for a class of
τ -structures K, if there is an L-formula Φ(ι1 , ι2 ), such that, for every A, B ∈ K and
ā ∈ A∗ , b̄ ∈ B ∗ , on the disjoint union A ⊎ B it holds that (ā, b̄) ∈ JΦKA⊎B if and only if
(A, ā) ∼
= (B, b̄).
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In the case that L is CPT+WSC, we require in the previous definition that Φ never
outputs †. So we can write (ā, b̄) ∈ JΦKA⊎B , because as † never occurs, we can regard
JΦKA⊎B again as the set of tuples satisfying Φ. In all definitions that follow, we also
require without further mentioning that † never occurs for any input.
Definition 11 (Distinguishable Orbits). Way say that a class of τ -structures K has Ldistinguishable k-orbits if there is an L-formula Φ(ι, x, y) such that for every A ∈ K
and every ā ∈ A∗ the relation  on k-tuples defined by b̄ ≤ c̄ if and only if (ā, b̄, c̄) ∈ JΦKA
is a total preorder and its equivalence classes are the k-orbits of (A, ā).
Note that because  is a total preorder and not just some equivalence relation, it
defines a total order on the k-orbits.
Definition 12 (Complete Invariant). An L-definable complete invariant of a class
of τ -structures K is an L-term s(ι) which satisfies the following: JsKA (ā) = JsKB (b̄) if and
only if (A, ā) ∼
= (B, b̄) for every A, B ∈ K and every ā ∈ A∗ , b̄ ∈ B ∗ .
Lemma 13. If an L-term s(ι) is a complete invariant for a class of τ -structures K, then
there is a CPT term defining a total order on {JsKA (ā) | A ∈ K, ā ∈ A∗ }.
Proof. Let A ∈ K. Then there is another structure B ∈ K such that A ∼
= B and
:
A ∩ B = ∅ because K is closed under isomorphism. Let ϕ A → B be an isomorphism.
Then JsKA = JsKB = ϕ(JsKA ), but that is JsKA ∈ HF(∅) for every A ∈ K. Finally, HF(∅)
can be ordered in CPT.
Lemma 14. If there is an L-definable complete invariant for a class of τ -structures K,
then K has L-distinguishable k-orbits for every k ∈ N.
Proof. Let k ∈ N, sinv (ι) define a complete invariant and let Φinv (x, y) be a CPT formula
defining a total order on the invariant by Lemma 13. We define
Φorb (ι, x, y) := Φinv (sinv (ιx), sinv (ιy)).
The L-formula Φorb (ι, x, y) orders two k-tuples ū and v̄ according to the order of Φinv (x, y)
on the complete invariants when individualizing ū respectively v̄. So Φorb is a total
preorder. For a structure A ∈ K two k-tuples ū, v̄ ∈ A are in the same k-orbit of (A, ā)
if and only if (A, āū) ∼
= (A, āv̄), which is the case if and only if Jsinv KA (āū) = Jsinv KA (āv̄),
that is Φorb induces the k-orbits of (A, ā).
Definition 15 (Ready for Individualization). A class of τ -structures K is ready for
individualization in L if there is an L-term s(ι) that for every structure A ∈ K and
every ā ∈ A∗ defines a 1-orbit O of (A, ā), that is O = JsKA (ā) ∈ orbs1 ((A, ā)), such that
if there is an orbit disjoint with ā then O is disjoint with ā.
Definition 16 (Canonization). A logic L defines a canonization for a class of τ structures K, if there is an L[τ, τ ⊎≤]-interpretation Θ(ι) mapping τ -structures to (τ ⊎≤)structures such that
• ≤ is always a total order on the universe,
• (A, ā) ∼
= Θ(A, ā) ↾ τ for every A ∈ K and ā ∈ A∗ , and
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• Θ(A, ā) = Θ(B, b̄) if and only if (A, ā) ∼
= (B, b̄) for every A, B ∈ K, ā ∈ A∗ , and
b̄ ∈ B ∗ .
We show that the algorithm of [20] is CPT+WSC definable. Intuitively, we iteratively
individualize an atom of a non-trivial orbit which is minimal according to an isomorphism
invariant total order on the orbits. We continue this procedure, until we individualized all
atoms and thus defined a total order on the atoms. While the order itself is not unique,
the isomorphism type of the ordered structure is, because we always chose from orbits.
In that way, we obtain the canon by renaming the atoms to be just numbers. We now
define this approach formally: Let K be a class of τ -structures ready for individualization
in CPT+WSC and let sorb (ι) be the corresponding CPT+WSC term defining a 1-orbit
with the required properties.
We define for every A and ā ∈ A∗ a set labels(A, ā) as follows: If all atoms are
individualized, i.e., every atom is contained in ā, we set
labels(A, ā) := {ā}.
Otherwise, let O = Jsorb KA (ā) be the 1-orbit given by sorb . In particular this orbit is
disjoint with ā. We define
labels(A, ā) :=

[

labels(A, āu).

u∈O

For b̄ ∈ labels(A, ā) let ϕb̄ : A → [|A|] be defined via u 7→ i if and only if u = bi . It
is easy to see that labels(A, ā) is an (A, ā)-orbit. Hence, the definition canon(A, ā) :=
ϕb̄ ((A, ā)) is well-defined and independent of the choice of b̄ ∈ labels(A, ā) because
ϕb̄ ((A, ā)) = ϕc̄ ((A, ā)) for every b̄, c̄ ∈ labels(A, ā).
Lemma 17. canon(A, ā) ↾ τ ∼
= (A, ā) and canon(A, ā) = canon(B, b̄) if and only if
∼
(A, ā) = (B, b̄).
Proof. First, because the ϕc̄ are bijections for every c̄ ∈ labels(A, ā), it follows that
canon(A, ā) ↾ τ ∼
= (A, ā). Second, because the order on the 1-orbits defined by sorb is
isomorphism-invariant, it holds that canon(A, ā) = canon(B, b̄) if and only if (A, ā) ∼
=
(B, b̄). This is essentially the argument why Gurevich’s canonization algorithm in [20] is
correct.
Lemma 18. If a class of τ -structures K is ready for individualization in CPT+WSC,
then CPT+WSC defines a canonization for K-structures.
Proof. To implement the former approach in CPT+WSC we first need some notation: we
introduce a fixed-point operator with deterministic choice similar to the WSC-fixed-point
operator, but which can be simulated just with plain iteration terms:
DC∗ xy. (sstep , schoice , sorder ),
where sstep , schoice , and sorder are CPT+WSC terms. The first terms sstep (x, y) and
schoice (x) behave exactly as in the symmetric choice operator: sstep defines a step function
and schoice a choice set (of atoms). But the third term sorder defines a total order on the
atoms and is used to resolve the choices deterministically by picking the minimal one.
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We define a CPT+WSC interpretation Θ(ι) whose set of atoms is [|A|] and for every
k-ary relation R ∈ τ a formula ΨR (ι, i1 , . . . , ik ).
tlabel (o, ι) := DC∗ xy. (ιxy, sorb (ιx), o)
twit (o, ι) := {{(tlabel (o, ιx)j , tlabel (o, ιy)j ) | j ∈ [Card(Atoms)]} | x, y ∈ sorb (ι)}
ΨR (ι, i1 , . . . , ik ) := WSC∗ xy. (ιxy, sorb(ιx), twit (y, x), R(xi1 , . . . , xik ))
Fix an arbitrary structure A ∈ K. Set A< to be the set of all A-tuples of length |A|
containing all atoms exactly once.
Claim 1. If b̄ ∈ A< then Jtlabel (o, ι)KA (b̄, ā) ∈ labels(A, ā) for every ā ∈ A∗ .
Proof. Recall here that the tuple operation ιy discards duplicates from y. That is, in
the first iteration we add ā and another atom to y (or just ā, if already all atoms are
individualized). In every iteration we choose the minimal atom according to b̄ from the
orbit given by sorb until all atoms are individualized. Then nothing is added to y anymore
and a fixed-point is reached. This follows exactly the definition of labels(A, ā).
⊣
Claim 2. If b̄ ∈ A< then Jtwit (o, ι)KA (b̄, ā) witnesses that Jsorb (ι)KA (ā) is an orbit of (A, ā).
Proof. Let O = Jsorb (ι)KA (ā) and let u, v ∈ O. Furthermore, let c̄ ∈ labels(A, āu) and d¯ ∈
labels(A, āv). Then ϕc̄ is an isomorphism (A, āu) → canon(A, āu) and also an isomorphism
(A, ā) → canon(A, ā) because O is the orbit given by sorb . Likewise, ϕd¯ is an isomorphism
(A, ā) → canon(A, ā). Then ϕ91
◦ ϕc̄ = {(cj , dj ) | j ∈ |A|} ∈ Aut((A, ā)) and satisfies
d¯
(ϕ91
◦ϕ
)(u)
=
v.
It
easy
to
see
using
Claim 1 that taut exactly defines such automorphisms
c̄
d¯
for every pair of atoms in the orbit given by sorb .
⊣
Claim 3. WSC∗ (JιyzKA (ā), Jsorb (ιy)KA (ā), Jtwit KA (ā)) = labels(A, ā).
Proof. As in Claim 1, the WSC-fixed-point operator expresses precisely the definition of
labels(A, ā). By Claim 2 all choices are witnessed because every automorphism stabilizing
some tuple c̄ ∈ A∗ stabilizes all prefixes of c̄, so all tuples defined earlier in the iteration.
Because we consider the result under all possible choices, the claim follows.
⊣
Now let ā ∈ A< and we show that Θ(A, ā) = canon(A, ā). By Claim 3 we have
(ā, i1 , . . . , iℓ ) ∈ JΨR KA if and only if (i1 , . . . , iℓ ) ∈ Rϕb̄ (A,ā) for some (and thus every)
b̄ ∈ labels(A, ā). This is exactly the definition of canon(A, ā) and hence we obtained a
CPT+WSC-definable canonization (Lemma 17).
Lemma 19 ([18]). If CPT defines isomorphism of a class of binary τ -structures K (closed
under individualization), then there is a CPT term defining a complete invariant for K.
While this lemma is only for binary structures, it can also be applied to arbitrary
structures. Every τ -structure can be encoded by a binary structure using a CPTinterpretation Θ (in fact, an FO-interpretation suffices) such that Θ(A) ∼
= Θ(B) if and
∼
only if A = B and given a definable isomorphism test for a class of τ -structures K, we
can define an isomorphism test on Θ(K).
Corollary 20. If CPT defines isomorphism of a class of τ -structures K, then CPT+WSC
defines canonization of K-structures and captures Ptime on K-structures.
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This corollary is asymmetric in the sense that we convert an isomorphism-defining
CPT formula into a CPT+WSC formula defining canonization. The next goal is to prove
the symmetric version, which already starts with an isomorphism-defining CPT+WSC
formula. We begin with the following theorem (which, similarly to Lemma 19 can also
be used for non-binary structures).
Theorem 21. If CPT+WSC defines isomorphism of a class of binary τ -structures K,
then CPT+WSC defines a complete invariant for K-structures.
The long proof of this theorem is deferred to Section 5. Assuming Theorem 21 for
now, we conclude:
Theorem 22. Let K be a class of τ -structures (closed under individualization). The
following are equivalent:
1. K is ready for individualization in CPT+WSC.
2. K has CPT+WSC-distinguishable 1-orbits.
3. K has CPT+WSC-distinguishable k-orbits for every k ∈ N.
4. CPT+WSC defines isomorphism of K.
5. CPT+WSC defines a complete invariant for K.
6. CPT+WSC defines a canonization for K.
Proof. We show 4⇒5⇒3⇒2⇒1⇒6⇒4.
Theorem 21 proves 4⇒5, Lemma 14 proves 5⇒3, 3⇒2 is trivial, and Lemma 18 proves
1⇒6. To show 2⇒1 one can pick the minimal orbit according to the given preorder
satisfying the requirement of ready for individualization, and finally 6⇒4 is done by
comparing the two canons. This is done as follows: Let scanon be a closed CPT+WSC
term defining a canonization, that is it evaluates the interpretation defining the ordered
copy as a HF(∅)-set using numbers as atoms. Further, let scc be a CPT+WSC term
defining the set of connected components. To evaluate scanon on a single component
of the disjoint union, we need to forbid automorphisms exchanging the components (in
the case that they are isomorphic), so scanon indeed can ignore one component and just
canonize the other. The idea is to add a free variable x to scanon which will hold a set of
atoms forming a component. Let s′canon (x) be the CPT+WSC term with a free variable x
(unused in scanon ) obtained from scc in the following way: we replace every occurrence of
Atoms in scanon with x and in every WSC-fixed-point operator we add the tautology x = x
in the step, choice, and witnessing term. In that way every WSC-fixed-point operator
has x as free variable and in particular all witnessing automorphisms need to stabilize
the component held by x. Then the formula Card({s′canon (x) | x ∈ scc }) = 1 is satisfied if
both components of the disjoint union are isomorphic.
Finally, we can prove Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1. Canonization is definable in CPT+WSC by Theorem 22 for K and
so by the Immerman-Vardi Theorem [21] CPT+WSC captures Ptime.
Corollary 23. If graph isomorphism is in Ptime, then CPT+WSC defines isomorphism
on all structures if and only if CPT+WSC captures Ptime.
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5

Isomorphism Testing in CPT+WSC

The goal of this section is to prove Theorem 21. The proof of Lemma 19 in [18] uses
the equivalence between CPT and the DeepWL computation model. For DeepWL, the
authors show that on input A ⊎ B the machine never needs to “mix” atoms of the two
structures. This then implies that if there is a DeepWL-algorithm to decide isomorphism,
it essentially suffices not to compute on input A ⊎ B but to consider the output of
another algorithm on input A and on input B. The run of the Turing machine in the
latter DeepWL-algorithm turns out to be a complete invariant if the DeepWL-algorithm
decides isomorphism. To prove Theorem 21 we extend DeepWL with witnessed symmetric
choice. For a more elaborate introduction into DeepWL we refer to [18].
In the rest of this section, we assume that all structures are binary relational structures. Moreover, we see all relation symbols as binary strings, so Turing machines with
a fixed alphabet can compute with relation symbols.
Coherent Configurations. Before introducing DeepWL, we need some background
on coherent configuration.
We start with introducing terminology for general binary relational structures, which
can be seen as edge-colored graphs. Let A be a binary τ -structure. The inverse of a
relation E A (for some E ∈ τ ) is (E A )91 := {(v, u) | (u, v) ∈ E A }. We call E undirected
if E A = (E A )91 and directed otherwise. Let π ⊆ τ . Two atoms u, v ∈ A are π-connected
if there is a path from u to v only using edges contained in a relation in π. Similarly, we
define π-connected components and strongly π-connected components (SCCs).
We now turn to coherent configuration. Let H be a σ-structure. A relation R ∈ σ is
called diagonal, if RH ⊆ diag(H) := {(u, u) | u ∈ H}. The structure H is a coherent
configuration if it satisfies the following properties:
• The σ-relations partition H 2 , that is {RH | R ∈ σ} is a partition of H 2 . In particular
all relations RH are nonempty.
• Every relation is R ∈ σ is either disjoint from or a subset of diag(H).
• Each relation R ∈ σ has an inverse R91 ∈ σ, i.e. (RH )91 = (R91 )H .
• For every triple (R, S, T ) ∈ σ there is a number q(R, S, T ) ∈ N such that whenever
(u, v) ∈ RH there are exactly q(R, S, T ) many w ∈ H such that (u, w) ∈ S H and
(w, v) ∈ T H .
The number q(R, S, T ) is called the intersection number of (R, S, T ) and the function
q : σ 3 → N given by (R, S, T ) 7→ q(R, S, T ) is called the intersection numbers of H.
The σ-relations are called colors. Diagonal σ-relations are called fibers. We say that
a color R has an (S, T )-colored triangle, if q(R, S, T ) ≥ 1. This can be extended to
paths. We say that a color R has an (S1 , . . . , Sk )-colored path, if for every (u, v) ∈ RA
there is a path (w1 , . . . , wk+1) such that w1 = u, wk+1 = v and for every i ∈ [k] it holds
that (wi , wi+1 ) ∈ SiH . By the properties of coherent configuration this is either the case
for every (u, v) ∈ RA or for no such edge. We also say that a color has k colored edges or
colored paths, if we want to specify the exact number of these paths.
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The coherent configuration H refines a τ -structure A if H = A and for every σrelation R and every τ -relation E it holds that either RH ⊆ E A or RH ∩E A = ∅. A coherent
configuration H refining a structure A is a coarsest coherent configuration refining A
if every coherent configuration H′ refining A also refines H. Given a τ -structure A, the
coarsest coherent configuration refining A can be computed canonically with the twodimensional Weisfeiler-Leman algorithm. We denote this configuration by C(A).
Structures with Sets as Vertices, In the following, relational structures in which
some “atoms” are obtained as HF-sets of the “old” atoms play an important role. We
formalize this as follows:
A finite binary τ -HF-structure A is a tuple (A, M, E1A , . . . , EkA ), where A is a set of
atoms, M a finite set of HF(A)-sets, and EiA ⊆ (A ∪ M)2 , that is the universe of A is a
set of atoms A and some HF(A)-sets M. We call A atoms, and V(A) := A ∪ M vertices.
In that sense, every τ -HF-structure A can be turned into a τ -structure Aflat , where the
sets in M become fresh atoms, and every τ -structure is also a τ -HF-structure, where the
set M is empty.
An automorphism of the τ -HF-structure A is a permutation ϕ of A such that ϕ(M) =
M and (u, v) ∈ EiA if and only if ϕ(u, v) ∈ EiA for every i ∈ [k] and every u, v ∈ V(A).
That is, an automorphism of A has to respect the HF-structure of the vertices. So a
τ -HF-structure A has potentially fewer automorphisms than the τ -structure Aflat . Using
this notion of automorphisms, A-orbits and (A, ā)-orbits (for a tuple ā of HF(A)-sets) are
defined as before.
We write C(A) also for C(Aflat ) if unambiguous, that is coherent configurations are
always computed with respect to Aflat .

5.1

DeepWL

We are going to introduce the notation of a DeepWL-algorithm from [18]: A DeepWLalgorithm is a two-tape Turing machine using the alphabet {0, 1} with three special
states qaddPair , qscc and qcreate . The first tape is called the work-tape and the second
one the interaction-tape. The Turing machine computes on a binary relational τ -HFstructure A, but it has no direct access to it. Instead, the structure is put in the so
called “cloud” which maintains the pair (A, C(A)). The Turing machine only has access
to the algebraic sketch D(A) = (τ, σ, ⊆τ,σ , q), which gets written on the interaction
tape. Here, σ is the signature of the canonical coarsest coherent configuration C(A)
refining Aflat . The symbolic subset relation ⊆τ,σ = {(R, E) ∈ τ × σ | RC(A) ⊆ E A } ⊆
τ × σ relates a σ-color R to the τ -relation E which is refined by σ, i.e., RC(A) ⊆ E A .
Finally, q encodes the intersection numbers of C(A).
In the following, the signature of the HF-structure A in the cloud is (unless stated
otherwise) always τ and the signature of C(A) is σ, which is always disjoint from τ . We
call relations R ∈ σ colors and relations E ∈ τ just relations. If E (respectively R) is a
diagonal relation we identify E (or R) with the set {u | (u, u) ∈ E A } and call E a vertex
class (or R a fiber). For relations we use the letters E and F , for vertex classes the
letters C and D, for colors the letters R, S, and T , and for fibers the letters U and V .
Although the cloud contains the pair (A, C(A)), we will just say that A is in the cloud
and interpret σ-colors R in A, i.e., just write RA for RC(A) .
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With the special states qaddPair , qscc , and qcreate the Turing machine can modify the
cloud in an isomorphism-invariant manner by adding vertices. If A is the input structure
to the DeepWL-algorithm, the vertices will be pairs ha, ii of an HF(A)-set (or atom) a
and a number i (the number is encoded as a HF(∅)-set and ha, ii denotes the Kuratowski
encoding of pairs3 ). The number allows us to create multiple vertices for the same set (or
atom) a. In the following, if a vertex for the set a should be added and is the first vertex
for the set a, we add the vertex ha, 0i. If vertices for a already exist and k is the maximal
number, we add the vertex ha, k + 1i. So, when describing how vertices are added, we can
identify them with its HF(A)-set and assume that the numbers are picked as described.
To enter the states qaddPair and qscc the Turing machine has to write a single relation
symbol X ∈ τ ∪ σ on the interaction-tape. To enter qcreate , a set π ⊆ σ has to be written
on the interaction-tape. We say that the machine executes addPair(X), scc(X), and
create(π):
• addPair(X) adds for every (u, v) ∈ X A a fresh vertex hu, vi to the structure. Additionally, new relations Eleft and Eright are added to τ containing the pairs (hu, vi, u)
and (hu, vi, v) respectively. We call these relations the component relations.
• scc(X): For every strongly X-connected component c, a new vertex c is added
(note that c is itself a HF(A)-set). A new membership relation symbol Ein is added
to τ containing the pairs (c, u) for every X-SCC c and every u ∈ c.
• create(π): A new relation symbol E is added to τ , which is the union of all R ∈ π.
Whenever new relation symbols have to be picked, we choose the smallest unused one according to the lexicographical order (recall that relation symbols are binary strings). Each
of these three operations modify the structure A. After that, the coherent configuration
C(A) is recomputed and the new algebraic sketch D(A) is written on the interaction-tape.
Then the Turing machine continues. A DeepWL-algorithm accepts A, if the head of the
work-tape points to a 1 when the Turing machine halts and rejects otherwise. For a more
detailed definition and description of a DeepWL-algorithm we refer to [18].
Differences and Equivalence to [18]. Our definition of DeepWL differs at various
places from the one given in [18], which we discuss now:
• We omit the forget-operation, which allows to remove a τ -relation from the structure in the cloud. However, Theorem 22 in [18] proves that this operation is not
needed because the algebraic sketch D(A′ ) of the structure A′ obtained from A
by removing some relations can be computed from the sketch D(A). So it suffices to remember the sets of relations, which should be removed. In particular,
for a DeepWL-algorithm deciding isomorphism an equivalent DeepWL-algorithm is
constructed in Theorem 11 of [18] which does not use the forget-operation.
• Instead of the scc-operation a contract-operation is given in [18]. The contractoperation contracts the vertices of the SCCs and does not create a new one for
each SCC. A structure A resulting from a contract(X) operation can be obtained
3

While in the previous sections we only used the pair encoding implicitly, here we use the explicit
h·, ·i notation for sake of readability.
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from the structure A′ resulting from the scc(X) operation by removing the vertices
incident to X. While our operations do not allow removing these vertices, they
form a union of fibers and the algebraic sketch D(A) can be computed from D(A′ )
by Lemma 22 in [18]. The other way around, the scc-operation can be simulated by
first copying the vertices incident to X (using an addPair-operation for the fibers
incident to X) and then executing a contract-operation on the copies.
• Our operations produce new component or membership relations, while in [18] a
global component relation is maintained but the added vertices are put in a new
vertex class. Surely, one is computable from the other.
• Our version of DeepWL computes on HF-structures, while [18] uses plain relational
structures and new vertices are just added as fresh atoms. For now, this does not
make a difference, because the coherent configuration C(A) = C(Aflat ) is computed
on Aflat . However, seeing the vertices as hereditarily finite sets gets important
when considering automorphism. But we will also show that with our altered
operations actually the automorphisms of the cloud as HF-structure coincides with
the automorphisms of the cloud as plain relational structure. That is one major
reason why we use different operations: when it comes to symmetric choice we want
to preserve the vertices as HF-sets, but DeepWL-algorithms do not need to know
that they compute with HF-sets at all.
The following lemma justifies computing C(A) on the τ -structure Aflat and that
DeepWL does not need to access the HF-structure of A if the original input was a τ ′ (non-HF)-structure.
Lemma 24. Let A0 be a τ ′ -structure and A be a τ -HF-structure obtained by a DeepWLalgorithm in the cloud on input A0 . Then for every automorphism ϕ ∈ Aut(Aflat ) it holds
that ϕ|A ∈ Aut(A).
Proof sketch. The constructed HF(A0 )-sets are encoded by relations of the structure A
as DAGs. An scc-operation creates for every SCC c a vertex for the HF-set c, and the
created membership relation coincides with ∈ on the HF-sets. Similar, an addPair operation introduces (Kuratowski-encoded) pairs and the component relations identifies the
single entries in the pairs. Because a DeepWL-algorithm cannot “forget” this structure,
every automorphism of Aflat has to respect the structure of the HF-sets in A.
This lemma is in particular important when we extend DeepWL with a witnessed
choice operator: to compute (HF-set respecting) orbits of A it suffices to consider C(Aflat ).
Note that the lemma does not hold if the forget-operation of [18] is available (which can
forget e.g. the membership relation) or the scc-operation is replaced the by contractoperation (then also the membership-relation is lost).

5.2

DeepWL with Witnessed Symmetric Choices

We now extend the DeepWL computation model with witnessed symmetric choices. Here,
we need two different notions: DeepWL+WSC-machines which are then composed to
DeepWL+WSC-algorithms. A DeepWL+WSC-machine M is a DeepWL-algorithm,
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whose Turing machine has two additional states qchoice and qrefine . To enter qchoice , M
has to write a relation symbol X ∈ τ ∪ σ on the interaction-tape. To enter qrefine it has
to write a relation symbol X ∈ τ ∪ σ and a number on the interaction-tape. We say that
the machine M executes choice(X) and refine(X, i). The DeepWL+WSC-machine M
is choice-free, if it never (syntactically) enters qchoice . That is, qchoice is not in the range
of the transition function of the underlying Turing machine of M.
Definition 25 (DeepWL+WSC-algorithm). A DeepWL+WSC-algorithm M is a
tuple (M out , M wit , M1 , . . . , Mℓ ) consisting of a DeepWL+WSC-machine M out , a choicefree DeepWL+WSC-machine M wit , and a (possibly empty) sequence of DeepWL+WSCalgorithms M1 , . . . , Mℓ . The machine M out is called the output machine and the
machine M wit is called the witnessing machine.
Note that the prior definition is an inductive definition. Before giving a formal description, we first discuss informally how a DeepWL+WSC-algorithm is executed. Let
M = (M out , M wit , M1 , . . . , Mℓ ) be a DeepWL+WSC-algorithm. As first step, we consider how the DeepWL+WSC-machines M out and M wit are executed.
• If a DeepWL+WSC-machine M ∈ {M out , M wit } executes refine(X, j) and j > ℓ,
then M just continues. Otherwise, the DeepWL+WSC-algorithm Mj is used to
refine the relation X: Let A be the content of the cloud of M when it executes
the refine-operation. If X is directed, the algorithm Mj is executed on (A, uv)
(u and v are individualized by putting them into singleton vertex classes) for every
(u, v) ∈ X A . If otherwise X is undirected, so X A = (X A )91 , for every {u, v} ∈ X A
the algorithm Mj is executed on (A, {uv}) (the undirected edge is individualized by
creating a new vertex class only containing u and v). The algorithm Mj modifies
its own cloud independently of the cloud of M. If Mj accepts all (A, uv) for all
(u, v) ∈ X A (respectively all (A, {uv}) for all {u, v} ∈ X A ), then nothing happens.
Otherwise, a new relation E ′ is added to the cloud of M, where E ′ consists of all
(u, v) ∈ X A (respectively {u, v} ∈ X A ), for which Mj accepts the input.
We want to emphasize that when (A, uv) is given as input to the DeepWL+WSCalgorithm Mj , then A remains a τ -HF-structure, in particular has the same set of
atoms as A.
• If M executes choice(X) and X is a directed relation, an arbitrary (u, v) ∈ X A is
individualized and M continues. If otherwise X is undirected, then an undirected
edge {u, v} ∈ X A is individualized. The edges are individualized as described in
the refine-operation.
The algebraic sketch is recomputed and written on the interaction tape whenever the
structure in the cloud is modified by refine(X, j) or choice(X). (Later, we formally
define the choices with a tree, similar to the definition of the iterations terms with choice
in CPT+WSC.) The machine M accepts the input, if the symbol under the head on the
work-tape is a 1 when M halts and rejects otherwise.
We now turn to the DeepWL+WSC-algorithm M. To execute the algorithm M,
the output machine M out is executed. Let A0 be the input to M out and A be the content of the cloud when M out halts. For every choice-operation executed by M out , the
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witnessing machine M wit is executed. Let k be a number, choice(Xi ) be the i-th executed choice-operation (for some Xi in the current signature), and Ai be the content
of the cloud, when the i-th choice-operation is executed for every i ∈ [k]. For the k-th
choice-operation the machine M wit has to provide automorphisms witnessing that X Ak
is an (A0 , A1 , . . . , Ak )-orbit (details follow later), that is, similarly to the WSC-fixed-point
operator all intermediate steps of the fixed-point computation have to be fixed by the
witnessing automorphisms. Recall again that we are working with HF-structures with
the same set of atoms, so all vertices are HF(A0 )-sets, so the notion of an (A0 , A1 , . . . , Ak )orbit is well-defined.
The input of M wit is the labeled union A ⋒ Ak , which is the union A ∪ Ak equipped
with two fresh relation symbols E1 and E2 labeling the vertices of A and Ak , i.e. E1A⋒Ak =
V(A) and E2A⋒Ak = V(Ak ). So M wit can reconstruct A and Ak and can also determine
how A and Ak relate to each other since common vertices are merged in the union4 . When
the witnessing machine M wit halts, it has to write a relation symbol on the interactiontape. The relation has to encode the set of witnessing automorphisms (details on the
encoding follow).
If all choices are successfully witnessed, M accepts the input if M out accepts the input
and rejects otherwise. If some choice could not be witnessed, we abort the computation
and output †. If an executed subalgorithm Mi outputs †, then M also outputs †. We
also say that M fails.
Semantics of the new Operations. Both, the refine- and the choice-operation
contain some special cases in its semantics, which seems odd at first. First, both operations treat directed and undirected relations differently. For undirected relations X, an
undirected edge {u, v} ∈ X A is individualized and not just a directed one. Second, a
refine-operation does not create a new relation in the case that all (u, v) ∈ X A or all
{u, v} ∈ X A are accepted by Mj (instead of creating a new relation containing the same
edges as X).
For general DeepWL+WSC-algorithms these special cases to not change the expressive power. But later in Section 5.4 we will introduce the notion of a normalized
DeepWL+WSC-algorithm, which puts additional restrictions on e.g. addPair operations.
Here the precise semantics of the refine- and choice-operations matter, in particular it
is crucial to prove Lemma 52.
Encoding Automorphisms. We now discuss how sets of automorphisms are encoded.
Let A0 be the input structure and A the current content of the cloud, such that A0 ⊆ A.
A tuple of relations (Eaut , Edom , Eimg) and a vertex wϕ encode the partial map ϕ : A → A
as follows: we have ϕ(u) = v in case v is the only vertex for which there exists exactly
A
A
A
one w such that (wϕ , w) ∈ Eaut
, (w, u) ∈ Edom
, and (w, v) ∈ Eimg
. A tuple of relations
A
:=
(Eaut , Edom , Eimg) encodes the set of partial maps N
{ϕ | (wϕ , w) ∈ Eaut
for some w}.
A
The tuple (Eaut , Edom , Eimg ) witnesses a relation Eorb
as A0 -orbit, if the set N witnesses
A
Eorb
as A0 -orbit.
4

Because all the vertices of the cloud are HF(A0 )-sets or atoms the union of two such structures
actually merges the same vertices.
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Execution with Choices. Intuitively, we have to combine multiple DeepWL+WSCalgorithms, to ensure that DeepWL+WSC-algorithms “return” an isomorphism-invariant
result (accept or reject). This corresponds to the output formula in a WSC-fixed-point
operator, which ensures that it defines an isomorphism-invariant property. We now define
the execution of a DeepWL+WSC-algorithm formally, because we need to deal with
choices to obtain a well-defined notion. In the following we will assume that all Turning
machines that we consider always terminate. We can do so, because we will be only
interested in polynomial time Turning machines in this paper.
A configuration c of a DeepWL+WSC-machine M is a tuple of a state q(c) of
the Turing machine contained in M and the content of the two tapes. Let M =
(M out , M wit , M1 , . . . , Mℓ ) be a DeepWL+WSC-algorithm and A0 be the input structure
of M. Let δ A0 be the function, which maps a tuple (c, A) consisting of a configuration c of the Turing machine of M out and the structure A (obtained from A0 ) in the
cloud, to the tuple (c′ , A′ ) in which M out halts or executes the first choice-operation.
If all DeepWL+WSC-algorithms M1 , . . . , Mℓ are deterministic, all executed refineoperations are deterministic and so δ is indeed a well-defined function, because M out
does not execute a choice-operation (because δ stops, when a choice-operation occurs).
We interpret a tuple (c, A) as an HF(A0 )-set (c is a HF(∅)-set and the vertices of A
itself are HF(A0 )-sets and numbers, which are encoded by HF(∅)-sets).
To define the run of the DeepWL+WSC-algorithm M in the presence of choices, we
reuse the WSC∗ -operator from Section 3.1. The set of possible runs of M is the set
A0
A0
A0
WSC∗ (δstep
, δchoice
, δwit
),
A0
A0
A0
where we define the functions δstep
, δchoice
, and δwit
using δ A0 as follows. In the beginning,
A0
A0
the function δchoice
does not choose anything and the function δstep
starts the output
out
machine in the initial configuration c0 (initial state, empty work-tape, and D(A0 ) on
the interaction-tape) and the initial input structure A0 .
A0
δstep
(∅, ∅) := (cout
0 , A0 ),
A0
δchoice
(∅) := ∅.
A0
Then, whenever a choice(X) operation is executed, δchoice
outputs the relation X̃ A in
the current content of the cloud A, where X̃ A := X A if X is directed and X̃ A := {{u, v} |
(u, v) ∈ X A } if X is undirected.

A0
δchoice
((cout , A))

:=


X̃ A
∅

if q(cout ) = qchoice
otherwise.

After choosing a (a set of size at most 1 encoding a directed or undirected edge), a is inA0
dividualized as described earlier and the resulting structure denoted by (A, a). Then δstep
continues with the next configuration ĉout according to the transition function of M out in
the structure (and the new algebraic sketch on the interaction-tape).
A0
δstep
((cout , A), a) :=


δ A0 (ĉout , (A, a))
(cout , A)
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if q(cout ) = qchoice
otherwise.

A0
If in the end of the computation a halting state is reached (so q(cout ) 6= qchoice ), δchoice
A0
returns the empty set, nothing is chosen and δstep
reaches a fixed-point.
A0
The function δwit,E maps a structure A obtained from A0 put in the cloud of M wit to
the relation E B written on the interaction-tape when M wit halts which structure B in
the cloud (M wit is started in its initial configuration). Because M wit is choice-free, we do
not have to deal with choices here.
A0
A0
(A ⋒ Ak ).
δwit
((c, A), (c′ , Ak )) := δwit,E

Recall from the definition of the WSC∗ -operator, that for a choice(X) operation the
relation X does not only have be an orbit, but also fix all intermediate steps: Let the
sequence of all already executed choice-operations be choice(X1 ), . . . , choice(Xk ) and
let A1 , . . . , Ak be the contents of the cloud, when the corresponding choice-operation
is executed. Then the set EkAk has to be an (A0 , A1 , . . . , Ak )-orbit5 (recall again, that
all structures A0 , . . . , Ak have the atom set A0 ), which δwit has to witness. Also recall
A0
from the definition of the WSC∗ -operator that the input to δwit,E
is the input of the final
content of the cloud A and the content of the cloud Ak , when the choice-operation is
executed.
A0
A0
A0
, δchoice
, δwit
) =: W , such
The algorithm M accepts A0 , if there is a (c, A) ∈ WSC∗ (δstep
that the head of the work-tape in c points to a 1, fails if W = ∅, and rejects otherwise
(note here that W = ∅ if and only if there are non-witnessed choices because we assumed
that our DeepWL+WSC-algorithms always terminate and so a non-empty fixed-point is
always reached).
Lemma 26. For the DeepWL+WSC-algorithm M = (M out , M wit , M1 , . . . Mℓ ) the following holds:
1. The class of structures accepted by M is closed under isomorphisms.
2. The algorithm M always accepts (or respectively rejects or fails) independent of the
choices made in the execution of M out .
3. If all choices were witnessed, the series of configurations of M out is the same for all
possible choices.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the nesting depth of the algorithm. Assume by induction that the claim holds for M1 , . . . , Mℓ . That is, as assumed above, the function δ A0
is well-defined (i.e. deterministic) and isomorphism-invariant because every refine operation is isomorphism-invariant by induction hypothesis, all other operations apart from
choice modify the cloud in an isomorphism-invariant manner, and the algebraic sketch
itself is isomorphism-invariant (see also [18]), and finally δ A0 “stops” when a choice opA0
eration is encountered. Likewise, the function δwit
is isomorphism-invariant because M wit
is choice-free.
A0
A0
Then δchoice
is isomorphism-invariant because δstep
is isomorphism-invariant, which
is the case because the relation used as choice set only depends on the configuration
Formally by the definition of the WSC∗ -operator, EkAk has to be an (A0 , (c1 , A1 ), . . . , (ck , Ak ))-orbit,
where the ci are the configurations of the Turing machine when the i-th choice operation is executed –
but since the ci are encoded as HF(∅)-set, they are irrelevant for automorphisms or orbits.
5
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A0
returned by δstep
. That is, we can apply the lemmas in Section 3.1. By Corollary 6 the
A0
A0
A0
set WSC∗ (δstep
, δchoice
, δwit
) is an orbit of A0 . The configurations of the Turing machine are
A0
A0
A0
fixed by every automorphism. If WSC∗ (δstep
, δchoice
, δwit
) = ∅, then some choice could not
be witnessed, which by Corollary 5 is either the case for all possible choices or never occurs.
A0
A0
A0
Otherwise, the configuration c is the same for all tuples (c, A) ∈ WSC∗ (δstep
, δchoice
, δwit
).
So the routine either accepts or rejects for all possible choices (and Parts 1 and 2 are
proven).
To see Part 3, note that we can replace the configuration c of the Turing machine in
the tuples (c, A) with the sequence of all visited configurations so far. Then not only the
last configuration is an orbit, but also the sequence of visited configurations which is thus
invariant under all automorphisms (given that all choices were witnessed).

Internal Run. The internal run of a DeepWL-algorithm is the sequence of configurations of the Turing machine (the state and the content of the two tapes) during the
run. As we have already seen, the internal run of a DeepWL-algorithm is isomorphisminvariant [18]. Note that in particular the algebraic sketches computed during the computations are part of the internal run, as they are written on the interaction-tape.
To define the internal run of a DeepWL+WSC-algorithm, we have to take the internal
runs of the machines producing witnessing isomorphisms and the runs of algorithms used
to refine relations into account as follows.
Let M = (M out , M wit , M1 , . . . , Mℓ ) be a DeepWL+WSC-algorithm. The internal
run run(M, A) of a DeepWL+WSC-machine M ∈ {M out , M wit } on input A is the following: Let c1 , . . . , cn be the sequence of configurations of the Turing machine of M (by
Lemma 26 the sequence is unique if all choices will be witnessed, which we assume for
now). Furthermore, let k1 < · · · < km be all indices such that q(ckj ) = qrefine and M
executes refine(Xj , ij ) such that ij ≤ ℓ. Assume the content of the cloud is Aj for all
A
j ∈ [m]. We set rj := {{run(Mij , (Aj , x)) | x ∈ X̃j j }} for every j ∈ [m] and

†

run(M, A) = 
c1 , . . . , ck1 , r1 , ck1 +1 , . . . , ckm , rm , ckm +1 , . . . , cℓ

if † ∈ ri for some i ∈ [m],
otherwise.

The internal run run(M, A) of the DeepWL+WSC-algorithm M on input A is defined as
follows: Let c1 , . . . , cℓ be the sequence of configurations of the output Turing machine M out
and k1 < · · · < km be all indices such that q(ckj ) = cchoice . Assume M out executes
choice(Xj ), and the current content of the cloud is Aj for all j ∈ [m]. Let Am+1 be the
final content of the cloud. We set rj := run(M wit , Aj ⋒ Am+1 ) for all j ∈ [m] and
run(M, A) :=


run(M out , A), r

1 , . . . , rm

†

if all choices are witnessed,
otherwise.

Using Lemma 26 it easy to see that run(M, A) is isomorphism-invariant and so it can be
canonically encoded as a 0/1-string.
Computability. Let M = (M out , M wit , M1 , . . . , Mℓ ) be a DeepWL+WSC-algorithm.
It decides a property P of a class of τ -structures K, if M accepts A ∈ K if A satisfies P
and rejects otherwise (and in particular never fails). The algorithm M computes a
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function f : K → {0, 1}∗, if for every A ∈ K the machine M out has written f (A) on the
work-tape when it halts on input A and M never fails.
Definitions 10 and 12 of definable isomorphism and complete invariant are easily
adapted to DeepWL+WSC: for this, for a τ -structure A, a tuple ā ∈ A∗ and a fresh
relation symbol ≤, the structure (A, ā) is encoded by the (τ ∪ ≤)-structure (A, ≤) such
that u ≤ v if and only if u = ai and v = aj for some i ≤ j.
We define the runtime of a DeepWL+WSC-machine M ∈ {M out , M wit } on input A0 . Every transition taken by the Turing machine counts as one time step. Whenever
the cloud is changed and becomes A, the new algebraic sketch D(A) is written on the
interaction-tape. For this, we count as many time steps, as the encoding length |D(A)| is
large. Following [18] the encoding of D(A) is unary and so the runtime of M is at least
|A0 |. When M executes refine(X, i) for i ≤ ℓ and the current content of the cloud is A,
we count the sum of runtimes of Mi on input (A, u) for every u ∈ X A . The runtime
of M is the sum of the runtime of the output machine M out and the runtimes of the witnessing machine M wit to witness all choices. A DeepWL+WSC-algorithm (or machine)
runs in polynomial time, if there exists a polynomial p(n), such that p(|A0 |) bounds
the runtime on input A0 .
Note that if M out , M wit , M1, . . . , Mℓ run in polynomial time, then M runs in polynomial time: the size of the structure in the cloud is polynomially bounded and the machines M out and M wit can execute only polynomially bounded many refine-operations.
5.2.1

Derived Operations

From the special operations addPair, scc, and choice we can derive additional operations, which then can be used for convenience. These are:
1. Ordered input: Currently, the structure A put in the cloud is the only input to a
DeepWL+WSC-machine or algorithm. We allow a pair (A, z) of a structure A and
a binary string z̄ ∈ {0, 1}∗ placed on the working tape as input.
2. Ordered input for refine operations: We similarly extend refine operations to
support refine(C, i, z̄) executions, where z̄ ∈ {0, 1}∗ is an additional binary string
initially put on the working tape.
3. rename(E, F ): If F is an unused relation symbol in the signature τ , the machine
exchanges a relation symbol E with F . Otherwise, no change is made.
4. addUPair(X): This operation creates unordered pairs, i.e. sets of size at most two
for the X-edges: Let A be the current structure in the cloud. For every {u, v}
such that (u, v) ∈ X A a new vertex is added and the following membership relation
S
(u,v)∈X A {({u, v}, u), ({u, v}, v)} is created.
While adding the ability to rename relations seems useless, it simplifies proofs, because
we do not have to maintain bijections between relation symbols of different structures
but just can rename them accordingly.
Lemma 27. Ordered input to DeepWL+WSC-algorithms and the operations addUPair,
rename, and refine(C, i, z) can be simulated with the existing operations with only a
polynomial overhead.
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Proof Sketch. We describe how the new operations can be simulated.
1. Ordered input: This can be simulated in the original DeepWL+WSC model as
follows: Let A be an input structure and z̄ ∈ {0, 1}∗. We extend the structure A by k := |z̄| many fresh atoms u1 , . . . , uk , add a new relation Epath containing {(ui , ui+1) | i ∈ [k − 1]}, add another relation E1 containing {(ui, ui ) |
i ∈ [k], zi = 1}, and a total preorder E , such that it has two equivalence classes,
namely the “old” atoms A and the new atoms {u1, . . . , uk } and sets A to be less
than {u1 , . . . , uk }.
Note that all the fresh atoms end up in a singleton fiber. Using E the algorithm
can determine which fibers are the fibers corresponding to the new atoms u1 , . . . , uk .
Then the string z̄ can be read off the algebraic sketch (using the colors refining Epath
and E1 ). Surely, the new atoms do not change the orbits or automorphisms of the
structure, the witnessing machines just have to fix the new atoms. Using Lemma 22
of [18] we can always compute the algebraic sketch of the structure without the new
atoms.
2. refine(C, i, z̄) : We proceed in the very similar way and encode z̄ using additional
vertices. We pick some fiber U, create a relation EU containing all pairs of U-vertices
and execute k := |z̄| many times scc(EU ), and in that way obtain k many additional
vertices in singleton fibers V1 , . . . , Vk . We create a vertex class C1 containing the
vertices of the Vi for which zi = 1. Finally, we create a relation Epath inducing
a directed path on the Vi . Then refine(C, i) is executed. The DeepWL+WSCalgorithm used to refine C is altered as follows: It can determine the fibers Vi using
the relation Epath . The relation Epath itself is the lexicographical greatest relation
symbol, as it was created last. Then it determines z̄.
As in the case before, the new vertices are fixed by any automorphism since the
fiber U has to be fixed. Again using Lemma 22 of [18] we can always compute the
algebraic sketch of the structure without the fibers V1 , . . . , Vk .
3. rename(E, F ): The DeepWL+WSC-machine maintains the bijection between current and renamed relation symbols on its tape. The bijection can be passed through
refine-operations using ordered input.
4. addUPair(X): We first execute addPair(X), so we obtain vertices hu, vi for every
(u, v) ∈ X A and component relations Eleft and Eright . Let π be the set of colors,
91
91
which have a (Eleft , Eright
)- and a (Eright , Eleft
)-colored triangle. Then create(π)
is executed and a relation F obtained. The relation F contains precisely all pairs
(hu, vi, hv, ui) for every {u, v} ∈ X A . We execute scc(E) and obtain for each F SCC a new vertex and a membership relation Ein . Although the new vertices are
created for the sets {hu, vi, hv, ui}, they resemble the sets {u, v}. The membership
relation Fin for these sets is obtained as the union of colors, which have a (Ein , Eleft )and a (Ein , Eright )-colored triangle. Finally, for the pairs (u, v) ∈ X A such that
(u, v) ∈
/ X A , we have not created an F -SCC vertex because these pair vertices are
not incident to F . Here we can just use the pair vertices itself (no automorphism
can map u to v or vice versa in this case). We can define the relations refining Eleft
and Eright incident to such pair vertices and also include them in Fin .
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As before, the sketch with the additional created pair vertices can be computed
using Lemma 22 of [18].
It is also easy to see that the simulations run in polynomial time, where the size of a
tuple (A, z̄) is |A| + |z̄|.

5.3

From CPT+WSC to DeepWL+WSC

In this section we translate a CPT+WSC formula into an equivalent polynomial time
DeepWL+WSC-algorithm. The following translation is based on the translation of CPT
into interpretation logic in [14] and the translation of interpretation logic in DeepWL
in [18]. However, we avoid the route through interpretation logic by directly implementing
the ideas of [14] in DeepWL+WSC. To avoid case distinctions, we in the following we
assume that all occurring CPT+WSC terms or formulas never output †. Although a
†-respecting translation can be given, it is not needed for our purpose (all isomorphismdefining CPT+WSC formulas never output †).
We simulate the evaluation of a BGS+WSC term (or formula) with a DeepWL+WSCalgorithm. For the simulation on input structure A0 , we encode two types of objects:
• A hereditarily finite set a ∈ HF(A0 ) is encoded by a vertex ha, ii for some i. There is
an exception for the empty set: because a DeepWL+WSC-algorithm cannot create
a vertex for the empty set, we encode ∅ by hA0 , ii for some i, where A0 is the set of
initial atoms.
We maintain a relation E∈ , which serves as membership relation E∈ between the
vertices, that is it corresponds to the ∈ relation of the encoded sets.
• Tuples are encoded as vertex classes, too. A tuple ā ∈ HF(A0 )k of hereditarily finite
sets is encoded by a vertex hā, ii for some i (for an appropriate encoding of tuples
as hereditarily finite sets) and a sequence of incident relations E1 , . . . , Ek , such that
every Ej has outdegree 1 and associates to hā, ii a vertex haj , ℓi for some ℓ. We call
these relations the tuple relations 6.
We now introduce an intermediate version of DeepWL+WSC-algorithms, which is
needed for the recursive translation of CPT+WSC terms and formulas. A choice-free
DeepWL+WSC-algorithm is a tuple (M out , M1, . . . , Mℓ ) consisting of a choice-free
DeepWL+WSC-machine M out and DeepWL+WSC-algorithms M1 , . . . , Mℓ . The computation of a choice-free DeepWL+WSC-algorithm is exactly the same as the one of
a regular DeepWL+WSC-algorithm, but as the output machine M out is choice-free, no
witnessing machine is needed. Note here that for a choice-free DeepWL+WSC-algorithm
the subalgorithms M1 , . . . , Mℓ are not choice-free. The benefit of a choice-free algorithm
is that two choice-free algorithms can e.g. easily be executed one after the other without
worrying about witnessing choices.
We say that a choice-free DeepWL+WSC-algorithm M simulates a term s(x̄), if,
given a vertex class C in the current cloud A encoding |x̄|-tuples of sets, the algorithm
defines a new vertex class Cs encoding the image of C under the map ā 7→ JsKA (ā) and
6
We remark that the tuple relations are in general different from the component relation of the
addPair-operation.
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a relation Eio associating a u ∈ C A with the v ∈ CsB such that “v = JsKA (u)” (where B
is the content of the cloud after the execution of M). The relation Eio is called the
input-output relation. Likewise, a choice-free DeepWL+WSC-algorithm simulates a
formula Φ(x̄) which is not a WSC-fixed-point operator (but may contain such operators
as subformulas) if, given a vertex class C encoding |x̄|-tuples of sets, the algorithm refines
the vertex classes C and outputs a vertex class CΦB ⊆ C B corresponding to the C-vertices
satisfying Φ.
Finally, a DeepWL+WSC-algorithm simulates a WSC-fixed-point operator Φ(x̄), if,
given a singleton vertex class representing a value ā for the free variables x̄, the algorithm
accepts if and only if ā satisfies Φ. The definition for WSC-fixed-point operators is
different from the ones of other formulas/terms because we use these DeepWL+WSCalgorithms only for refine-executions.
We will show that CPT+WSC can be translated to DeepWL+WSC by induction on
the nesting structure of the WSC-fixed-point operators. Let Φ be a CPT+WSC formula
(or a term) and Ψ be a WSC-fixed-point operator, such that Ψ is a subformula of Φ. We
call Ψ directly nested in Φ, if there is no WSC-fixed-point operator Φ′ , such that Ψ is
a subformula of Φ′ and Φ′ is a subformula of Φ.
In the following lemma, we use relation symbols X ∈ τ ∪ σ as the sets X A , where A is
the current content of the cloud of the DeepWL+WSC-machine we are going to define.
So for example X \ Y has a well-defined notion. This simplifies notation because we do
not have to introduce the current structure in the cloud at all places.
Lemma 28. Let Φ be a CPT+WSC formula (or term), which is not a WSC-fixed-point
operator and does not output †, and assume that for every WSC-fixed-point operator Φ′
directly nested in Φ a polynomial time DeepWL+WSC-machine simulating Φ′ is given.
Then there is a choice-free polynomial time DeepWL+WSC-algorithm simulating Φ.
Proof. Let the directly nested WSC-fixed-point operators of Φ be Φ̂1 , . . . , Φ̂ℓ and let
M1 , . . . , Mℓ be DeepWL+WSC-algorithms, such that Mi simulates Φ̂i for all i ∈ [ℓ]. We
now define a DeepWL+WSC-machine M out such that the choice-free DeepWL+WSCalgorithm (M out , M1 , . . . , Mℓ ) simulates Φ.
The construction is recursive on the structure of the terms and formulas. We start
with a vertex class C representing the values for the free variables. Then we perform
the computations to simulate the terms. During the simulation we want to ensure that
for every encoded set a there is exactly only one vertex ha, ii and no others, so we want
to avoid duplicates (with the exception for the empty set). So whenever we want to
execute an addPair-, addUPair- or scc-operation, we actually have to check whether
the resulting sets already exist. This can be done using the relation E∈ (and for scc
due to the fact that SCCs can be computed by DeepWL [18, Lemma 4]). From now, we
implicitly assume that these checks are always done and just write that we execute the
addPair-, addUPair- or scc-operations.
• Ψ = ECP T (x, y): Here ECP T is a relation of the signature of the CPT+WSC formula, which is contained in the current structure in the cloud. Given a vertex
class C representing the values of the pair xy, we return the vertex class C ′ consisting of C-vertices for which the tuple relations are adjacent to atoms A0 and refine
the relation ECP T in the structure: Let E1 and E2 be the tuple relations for first
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and second component of C. Then we want to return the vertex class containing the
vertices which have an (E1 , ECP T , E291 )-colored cycle. So there is a union of fibers
π ⊆ σ, which contains precisely these vertices. We execute create(π) and output
the resulting relation. In the following, we will not mention the needed create
operations or that we can find the union of fibers π.
• Ψ = s(x̄) = t(ȳ): Given a vertex class C corresponding to the free variables x̄ ∪ ȳ,
we can use C for the free variables x̄ and ȳ by only using a subset of the tuple
relations. Then we use the algorithms for s and t to obtain vertex classes Cs and
Ct together with the input-output relations Eio,s and Eio,t . Then precisely the Cs vertices u and the Ct -vertices v are obtained from the same C-vertex w if the edge
91
(u, v) has an (Eio,s
, Eio,t )-colored triangle. We now create a vertex class C ′ from the
91
fibers refining C which have an (Eio,s
, Eio,t )-colored cycle, that is the two vertices u
and v are actually the same. This is exactly then the case when the outputs of s
and t are equal. Note that here it is crucial to perform the cleanup steps unifying
vertices representing the same set after every step.
• Ψ = ¬Φ: Given a vertex class C, we obtain by induction a vertex class CΦ . Then
we return C \ CΦ .
• Ψ = Φ1 (x̄)∧Φ2 (ȳ): Given a vertex class C, we obtain by induction vertex classes CΦ1
and CΦ2 and we just return CΦ1 ∩ CΦ2 .
• Ψ = Φ̂i (x̄): Let C be a vertex class representing the values for the variables x̄. The
machine executes refine(C, i) and returns the resulting vertex class (note that C
is a vertex class and so the fact that refine-operations treat directed and directed
relations differently does not matter here). By induction hypothesis this vertex
class contains precisely the vertices representing the tuples satisfying Φ̂i .
• r = Atoms: We create relation E connecting all atoms of the input structure
(all vertices, which have no outgoing E∈ -edge) and execute scc(E). This way we
obtain a single additional vertex in a vertex class CAtoms and a membership relation
connecting it to the atoms, which is merged into E∈ . (Of course, as described
before, we create the vertex class CAtoms only once.)
• r = ∅: In the same way as in the Atoms case, we obtain a single vertex in its own
vertex class C∅ , but now we do not merge the created membership relation into E∈ .
While ∅ is encoded by a vertex for the atoms, with respect to automorphism this
does not make a difference because every automorphism fixes the set of all atoms
and C∅ and CAtoms contain different vertices hA0 , ii and hA0 , ji for i 6= j. So no
automorphism can exchange these two vertices.
• r = Pair(s(x̄), t(ȳ)): Given a vertex class C corresponding to the free variables
x̄ ∪ ȳ, we can use C for the free variables x̄ and ȳ by only using a subset of the tuple
relations. Then we use the algorithms for s and t to obtain (possibly equal) vertex
classes Cs and Ct together with the input-output relations Eio,s and Eio,t . Then
precisely the Cs -vertices u and Ct -vertices v are obtained for the same C-vertex w
91
if the pair (u, v) has an (Eio,s
, Eio,t )-colored triangle. That is, there is a union of
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Figure 1: On the left, the translation of the comprehension term r = {s(x̄y) | y ∈
t(x̄), Φ(x̄y)} in DeepWL. The figure is drawn for a single vertex u in the input vertex
class C and contains all vertices created for u. On the right, the translation of the
iteration term r = s(x)∗ .
colors E= , which precisely contains all such pairs (u, v). Then the machine executes
addUPair(E= ) and obtains the vertex class Cr and a new membership relation F
(so we actually encode the set {a, b} with the set {(a, b), (b, a)}). The membership
relation F connects Cr -vertices to Cs - and Ct -vertices. The input-output relation
Eio,r is the union of colors which have an (Eio,s , F 91 )- and an (Eio,t , F 91 )-colored
triangle. Finally, the machine merges F into E∈ .
• r = Unique(s(x̄)): Given a vertex class C we define the vertex class Cs with inputoutput relation Eio,s and membership relation E∈ using the induction hypothesis.
The vertex class Cs can be partitioned into C 1 and C 6=1 , where C1 -vertices precisely
1
:= Eio,s ∩ (C 1 × Cs )
have one outgoing E∈ -edge and C6=1 -vertices do not. Let Eio,s
be the subset of Eio,s leading to a Cs -vertex representing a singleton set (which is
DeepWL-definable). Then the C-vertices which are adjacent to C1 via Eio,s form
a union of vertex classes Cr′ . The machine makes the following case distinction: If
|C6=1 | = 0 set Cr := Cr′ and otherwise Cr := Cr′ ∪ C∅ . For the C-vertices leading
′
1
to singleton sets, we obtain Eio,r
as the relation with an (Eio,s
, E∈ )-colored triangle.
For the other C-vertices, let F := C6=1 × C∅ be the relation containing all edges
′
∪ F.
between C6=1 and the singleton vertex class C∅ . Finally, set Eio,r := Eio,r
• r = Card(s(x̄)): Define for a given vertex class C the vertex class Cs , the inputoutput relation Eio,s , and the membership relation E∈ . We can partition Cs into
Cs1 , . . . , Csk , such that Csi -vertices have i-many outgoing E∈ edges. Then the machine
defines for all i ∈ k with Csi 6= ∅ the i-th von Neumann ordinal, outputs Cr as the
union of these ordinals and Eio,r accordingly.
• r = {s(x̄y) | y ∈ t(x̄), Φ(x̄y)}: We start with the vertex class C and define by
induction the vertex class Ct , the input-output relation Eio,t , and the membership
relation E∈ (cf. Figure 1). Then the machine defines vertex classes encoding the
tuples for the variables x̄y: Let Ex̄y be the relations with a (Eio,t , E∈ )-colored triangle. These relations associate an input tuple with an element contained in the
output set of t. The machine executes addPair(Ex̄y ) and obtains a vertex class Cx̄y
with pair relations Ex̄ := Eleft and Ey := Eright .
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Using induction we obtain the vertex classes CΦ ⊆ Cx̄y of Cx̄y -vertices satisfying Φ.
With CΦ as input vertex class, the machine obtains Cs again by induction and
obtains the input-output relation Eio,s .
We define a relation F connecting Cs -vertices which are obtained from CΦ and originate from the same Ct -vertex. This relation is given by the union of colors R, such
91
that every R has an (Eio,s
, Ey , E∈91 , E∈ , Ey91 , Eio,s )-colored path. We then execute
scc(F ) to obtain a color class Cr and a new membership relation E∈′ . Finally, the
input-output relation Eio,r consists of the edges with an (Eio,t , E∈ , Ey91 , Eio,s , E∈′91 )colored path and the machine merges E∈′ into E∈ .
• r = s(x)∗ : Let s have free variables (ȳx). We start with the vertex class C for the
free variables ȳ (cf. Figure 1). We then execute addPair(E∅ ) for the relation E∅
91
between C and C∅ . We obtain a vertex class C 0 and the pair relations E 0 := Eleft
between a C-vertex and the corresponding C 0 -vertex and Fx0 := Eright defining the
tuple relation to the entry for x.
Let C i be the vertex class containing the current input values after the i-th iteration.
Let the relation E i relate the values for ȳ with the extended tuples ȳx in C i (maybe
not all ȳ are related, because a fixed-point for them is already computed). If i
exceeds the maximal number of iterations (given by the polynomial of the CPT
term/formula), set C∗i+1 := ∅ and E∗i+1 to be the relations with an (E i , F )-colored
triangle, where F are all relations between C i and C∅ .
Otherwise, the machine defines, starting with C i , a vertex class Csi and the inputi
output relation Eio,s
using induction. Let Fxi be the tuple relation of C i for x. We
i
i
i
:= Esi ∩ Fxi and the rest Econtinue
:= Esi \ Fxi . In Efix
partition Esi into Efix
the set for
i
the variable x contained in C is equal to the output after applying s once more,
so we reached a fixed-point. Set C∗i to be the subset of Csi which is incident to
i
i
Efix
and set E∗i to be the relation with an (E i , Efix
)-colored triangle incident (so E∗i
associates the input values of y with the computed fixed-point).
i
If Econtinue
= ∅ the machine stops looping. Otherwise, the machine executes the
i
operation addPair(F i ), where F i are the edges with an (E i , Econtinue
)-colored trii+1
i+1
angle, and obtains the vertex class C , the relation E
relating a C-vertex with
the corresponding C i+1 -vertex and the relation Fxi for the value of x. That is, the
machine combines the input variables for ȳ with the new set for x. Now the machine
continues looping.

When the loop is finished, the machine outputs the union of the C∗i , where the
union of the C∗i is the input-output relation.
We finally have to argue that the constructed choice-free DeepWL+WSC-algorithm runs
in polynomial time. We omit a formal proof but only give a sketch here: Let p be the
polynomial given with the CPT+WSC term or formula. In every translation step, the
machine needs a polynomial number of steps because the number of iterations in the
iteration term is bounded by p. Also, the size of the structure in the cloud is bounded by
a polynomial in the size of the transitive closure of all sets simulated so far, which itself is
bounded by p (or, to be precise, by a polynomial of p, because p only bounds the number
of sets in one iteration, but as there are only polynomially many iterations in an iteration
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term, there are in total only polynomially many sets). Whenever a directly nested WSCfixed-point operator is simulated, one of the simulating DeepWL+WSC-algorithms Mi
is called a polynomial number of times. Because all the Mi run in polynomial time, the
whole simulation runs in polynomial time.
Lemma 29. Let Φ(w̄) = WSC∗ xy. (sstep (xy), schoice (x), swit (xy), Φout (x)) be a WSC-fixedpoint operator not outputting † and assume that for every WSC-fixed-point operator Φ′
directly nested in Φ a polynomial time DeepWL+WSC-algorithm simulating Φ′ is given.
Then there is a polynomial time DeepWL+WSC-algorithm simulating Φ.
Proof. We will construct DeepWL+WSC-machines M out and M wit in a way such that the
DeepWL+WSC-algorithm (M out , M wit , M1 , . . . , Mℓ ) simulates Φ. The DeepWL+WSCalgorithms Mi are the ones simulating the directly nested WSC-fixed-point operators
and will be used by choice-free DeepWL+WSC-algorithms simulating sstep , schoice , swit ,
and Φ (for the latter we can for technical reasons assume that Φ is not a WSC-fixed-point
operator by considering Φ ∧ Φ).
The machine M out proceeds similarly to the plain iteration term in Lemma 28: For
two singleton color classes C and D we say that M out creates a pair of C and D
when M out executes addPair for the single edge between the C- and the D-vertex.
Given a singleton vertex class C and the step term sstep , the machine first creates a
pair of C and C∅ resulting in the singleton color class C 0 .
Now, in the i-th iteration, let C i be the singleton vertex class encoding the current
set in the fixed-point computation. The machine M out first checks whether i exceeds the
maximal number of iterations. If so, it remembers Cout := C0 (the input values paired
with the empty set). Otherwise, it simulates using Lemma 28 the choice term schoice
i
on input C i yielding a singleton vertex class Csichoice encoding the choice set. Let Corb
be the vertex class incident via the membership relation to the Csichoice vertex. Then
i
i
the machine executes choice(Corb
) yielding a singleton vertex class Cind
(because we
choose from a vertex class, we do not have to deal with the difference of the choicei
operation for directed or undirected relations). Now M out creates a pair of C i and Cind
and simulates the step term sstep (Lemma 28) with the newly created tuple vertex as
input. This results in a singleton color class Csistep . Then the machine creates again a
pair of C and Csistep resulting in the singleton color class C i+1 . If C i = C i+1 (again it is
important that vertices representing the same set are not created twice), a fixed-point is
reached and the machine remembers Cout := C i+1 . Otherwise, it starts the next iteration.
Once Cout is computed (note that Cout is always a singleton color class because C is), M out
simulates Φout on input Cout (again using Lemma 28). If the simulation outputs Cout
(so Φout is satisfied), M out halts and accepts. Otherwise, M out halts and does not accept.
The machine M wit just simulates the term swit (again Lemma 28) given the vertex
classes C i and C n , where n is the last iteration of the loop. Here is some subtle difference between CPT+WSC and DeepWL+WSC. The CPT+WSC term swit gets the
i-th and n-th step of the fixed-point computation as input to witness the choices. In
DeepWL+WSC we get the labeled union An ⋒ Ai of the final content of the cloud An and
the content of the cloud Ai of the choice execution, which should be witnessed. In our
setting this means that An ⋒ Ai contains the vertex classes C i and C n but also the vertex
class Csichoice encoding the choice set7 . The witnessing term swit defines automorphisms
7

If a relation named C i is also present in An , then C i is not a singleton vertex class in An ⋒ Ai , but
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witnessing that Csichoice is an orbit of Ai and fix the C j for all j ∈ [i]. By Lemma 7 the
CPT+WSC term schoice is isomorphism-invariant, so all the Csjchoice are fixed for all j ∈ [i],
too. That is, exactly the orbits are witnessed in the computation of the DeepWL+WSCalgorithm, which are witnessed in the evaluation of the WSC-fixed-point operator. In
particular, we do not have to care about failing. The rest is done by the semantics of
DeepWL+WSC-algorithms: it fails if some choice was not witnessed, which happens if
and only if some choice in the evaluation of the CPT+WSC formula was not witnessed.
The argument, that the constructed DeepWL+WSC-algorithm runs in polynomial
time is similar to the one in Lemma 28.
Lemma 30. If a property P is CPT+WSC definable, then there is a polynomial time
DeepWL+WSC-algorithm deciding P .
Proof. Let Φ be a CPT+WSC formula defining the property P . Then in particular Φ
never outputs †. Using Lemmas 28 and 29 we can translate Φ into a polynomial time and
(possibly choice-free) DeepWL+WSC-algorithm M simulating Φ. Whenever needed, we
extend choice-free DeepWL+WSC-algorithms to DeepWL+WSC-algorithms by adding
a witnessing machine which immediately halts.

5.4

Normalized DeepWL+WSC

In the following we are interested in DeepWL+WSC-algorithms deciding isomorphism,
that is, in DeepWL+WSC-algorithms computing on a disjoint union of two structures.
The ultimate goal is to show that every DeepWL+WSC algorithm computing on a disjoint
union of two structures can be simulated by a DeepWL+WSC-algorithm, which only
computes on the two components without mixing them. Then we just compute on each
component on its own and in that way obtain a complete invariant to prove Lemma 19.
We follow the idea of [18] and show that it suffices never to “mix” vertices of the
two components in the cloud. However, we have to differ from the construction at many
points and some of our changes are crucial in the presence of choices.
5.4.1

Pure DeepWL+WSC

In this section me make some first steps for simulating a DeepWL+WSC-algorithm with
another DeepWL+WSC-algorithm by putting additional restrictions on the algorithm to
simulate. We adapt the notion of a pure DeepWL-algorithm from [18] to DeepWL+WSCalgorithms.
Definition 31 (Pure DeepWL+WSC-algorithm). A DeepWL+WSC-algorithm is called
pure if addPair(R) and scc(R) are only executed for colors (or fibers) and refine(U, i)
and choice(U) are only executed for fibers.
Lemma 32. For every DeepWL+WSC-algorithm deciding a property P or computing a
function f in polynomial time there is a pure DeepWL+WSC-algorithm deciding P or
computing f in polynomial time.
we can obtain the correct one by taking the C i vertex which is also contained in the special E2 relation
given by the labeled union. We similarly process the other vertex classes.
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Proof sketch. We show that addPair(X), scc(X), refine(X, i) and choice(X) executions can be simulated by respective executions only for colors and fibers. The case for
addPair(X) and scc(X) is similar to the proof in Lemma 7 [18]:
addPair(X) First decompose X into its colors R1 , . . . , Rk using the symbolic subset
relation. Then execute addPair(Ri ) for every i ∈ [k], obtain membership relations Ei for
every i ∈ [k] and create a new relation as the union of all Ei . In that way, we create the
same vertices ha, ii in the cloud as the addPair(X)-execution would do.
scc(X) Using Lemma 4 of [18] we can compute a relation relating precisely the vertices
in the same X-SCC using a pure DeepWL-algorithm (and this algorithm only executes
create and no other operations, so can be directly transferred into our DeepWL definition).
Now, if there is a X-SCC which is not discrete, i.e. contains vertices in the same
fiber, we can identify a color R contained in X, such that the R-SCCs are non-trivial.
We execute scc(R) and obtain new vertices and a new membership relation F . Now
we consider X ′ -SCCs, where X ′ contains the edges of X not incident to an R-SCC and
for every edge (u, v) such that (w.l.o.g.) v is in an R-SCC the edge (u, w), where w is
the R-SCC vertex for v (so incident via the membership relation to v). Then X ′ can be
defined using create for an appropriate set of colors. If the X ′ -SCCs are still not all
discrete, we repeat the procedure.
So consider the case that all X-SCCs are discrete. Conceptually, we want to pick from
every X-SCC the vertex in the minimal fiber as a representative of that SCC. Apart from
that we have to copy these vertices, this can be done exactly as in Lemma 7 [18].
So for scc(X) we do not create precisely the same vertex ha, ii when simulating it,
because we pick the minimal fibers as representative. Regarding automorphisms, this
does not make a difference because X-SCCs have to be mapped to X-SCCs and if they
are discrete, there is only one possible mapping.
refine(X, k) Let X consist of the colors R1 , . . . , Rm (these colors can be found using the
symbolic subset relation). The machine then executes refine(R1 , k), . . . , refine(Rm , k)
and obtains new relations F1 , . . . , Fm . The union of these relations precisely corresponds
to the relation outputted by refine(X, k). So we can assume that X is a color R.
If R is not a fiber, we do the following: If R is an undirected color, the machine
executes addUPair(R), obtains a new color class C and a membership relation F , and
executes refine(C, k). From this we can create a relation R′ refining R containing exactly
the edges corresponding to the C-vertices. (Namely the ones with an (F 91 , C, F )-colored
path).
If R is a directed color, the machine executes addPair(R), obtains the vertex class C
and the pair relations Fleft and Fright , and executes refine(C, k) (which, in the case C
is not a fiber but a union of fibers, is again simulated by multiple refine-operations).
Now we proceed similarly: A vertex class D containing the C-vertices accepted by the
refine(C, k) is obtained and the machine defines a relation E refining R containing ex91
actly the edges corresponding to the D-vertices. (Namely the one with an (Fleft
, D, Fright)colored path).
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The algorithm used to refine has to be altered to also perform the same operations to
first create a new relation corresponding to the individualized D-vertex.
choice(X) If choice(X) is executed for a relation E consisting of more than one color,
then E is not an orbit and the given algorithm does not decide a property or computes
a function (recall that it is never allowed to fail).
So assume that X is a color R. Similarly to the refine-case, the machine executes
addUPair(R) or addPair(R), depending on whether R is undirected or not, and obtains
a color class C. Now the machine executes choice(C) yielding a singleton vertex class
containing a C-vertex u. Using the vertex u we can define a relation containing a single
(directed or undirected) edge of R similarly to the refine-case.
It is easy to see that a set of automorphisms witnesses R (seen as directed or undirected
edges depending on whether R is directed or not) as orbit if and only if it witnesses C as
orbit.
5.4.2

Normalized DeepWL+WSC

We adapt the notion of a normalized DeepWL algorithm from [18] to DeepWL+WSC.
We assume that in the input structure A1 ⊎A2 each Ai consists of a single connected component. For the aim of testing isomorphism, we could otherwise just check componentwise. In the following, we call the Ai just components. During the execution of a
DeepWL+WSC-machine on input A1 ⊎ A2 a vertex w belongs to Ai if w ∈ HF(Ai ), that
is w ∈ V(Ai ), w was added by an addPair execution for the pair (u, v) where u and v
belong to Ai , or w is obtained as a vertex for an SCC c during a scc execution, where c
only contains vertices belonging to Ai .
Let A be the content of the cloud and set Vi (A) := {u ∈ V(A) | u belongs to Ai }. The
vertices Vplain (A) := V1 (A) ∪ V2 (A) are called plain. The edges Eplain (A) := V1 (A)2 ∪
V2 (A)2 are called plain and the edges Ecross (A) := V1 (A) × V2 (A) ∪ V2 (A) × V1 (A) are
called crossing. A relation or color is called plain (respectively crossing) if it only
contains plain (respectively crossing) edges.
Note that during refine-operations the input of a DeepWL+WSC-algorithm M is
not necessarily a disjoint union of two structures. But in that case, we know for the input
which vertices/relations were plain and crossing before and so the notion of plain and
crossing is also well-defined for M.
Lemma 33 ([18]). The relation containing all plain (respectively crossing) edges is
DeepWL-definable.
Definition 34 (Normalized DeepWL+WSC). A structure A obtained from a structure
A1 ⊎ A2 by a DeepWL+WSC-algorithm is called normalized if
(N1) every vertex of A is plain and
(N2) A consists of the two connected components A[V1 (A)] and A[V2 (A)].
A DeepWL+WSC-machine is normalized if on input A1 ⊎ A2 the content of the cloud A
at any time is normalized. A DeepWL+WSC-algorithm is normalized, if all contained
DeepWL+WSC-machines are normalized.
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Following the given definition, normalized DeepWL+WSC-algorithms are proper but
restricted DeepWL+WSC-algorithms. The current definition has a severe issue, namely
constructing witnessing automorphisms. With the current encoding, a set of automorphisms can only be encoded by non-plain vertices. So normalized DeepWL+WSCalgorithms need to use a different encoding of automorphisms to witness choices. For
the moment, we do not define this encoding, as it is irrelevant for the following lemmas
and define it later in Section 5.4.6 once we have established the required formalisms. Note
that maintaining the two connected components is needed for the notion of plain vertices
to be well-defined.
Normalized structures have the important property that every crossing color is actually a “product” of two fibers. That is, crossing colors do not provide additional information and that is the reason why general DeepWL+WSC algorithms can ultimately be
simulated by normalized ones.
Lemma 35 (Lemma 8 [18]). For every normalized structure A = A1 ⊎ A2 it holds that
for every crossing color R there are two plain fibers U and V such that RA = (U A × V A ) ∩
Ecross (A). The two sketches D(A1 ) and D(A2 ) determine D(A) and in particular satisfy
D(Ai ) = D(A)[σi , Vi (A)] (where σi ⊆ σ is the set of relation symbols containing at least
one pair of Vi (A)2 ).
5.4.3

The “Direct Product” Property and refine-Operations

We now develop some tools to deal with normalized DeepWL+WSC-machines. First,
we investigate properties related to refine-operations. In some sense, it is our goal
to preserve the “direct product” property for crossing colors as stated in Lemma 35.
In principle, if we only create plain vertices, this property is preserved, but a refineoperation can violate it.
We give an illustrating example: Assume we are given a normalized structure A =
A1 ⊎ A2 , both components of the same size, where all atoms are in the same fiber and
consequently all crossing edges are in the same color R. Further, assume that some
DeepWL+WSC-algorithm can linearly order the atoms in each component. Then we
can define an algorithm M with the following property. For {u, v} ⊆ RA the algorithm
accepts (A1 ⊎ A2 , {u, v}) if and only if u and v are each the i-th vertex in their component
for some i. If we refine R with M, a relation E containing a perfect matching between
the components is added. But the information, that the atoms can be ordered, is not
“returned”. The result is again a coherent configuration without refined fibers and so the
“direct product” property is violated. To fix this, we can instead distinguish the atoms
before executing the refine-operation avoiding the problem.
We are now going to show that this strategy works somehow in general, which requires
the following (technical) lemmas. The first lemma states that if we can compute on
A1 ⊎ A2 , then we can also compute on the structure (A1 ⊎ A2 , A1 ) where we artificially
distinguish the two components, i.e., remove automorphisms exchanging the components.
Lemma 36. For every normalized DeepWL+WSC algorithm M there is a normalized
algorithm M̂ such that M accepts (or respectively rejects) A1 ⊎A2 if and only if M̂ accepts
(A1 ⊎ A2 , A1 ) (that is, we add a vertex class containing all vertices of A1 ). Polynomial
running time is preserved. If run(M, A1 ⊎ A2 ) 6= run(M, A′1 ⊎ A′2 ), then run(M̂, (A1 ⊎
A2 , A1 )) 6= run(M̂, (A′1 ⊎ A′2 , A′1 ))
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Proof sketch. The translation is done recursively. Let M = (M out , M wit , M1 , . . . , Mℓ )
and M̂1 , . . . , M̂ℓ be normalized DeepWL+WSC-algorithms satisfying the claim for the
algorithms M1 , . . . , Mℓ .
We construct DeepWL+WSC-machines M̂ out and M̂ wit . Let M ∈ {M out , M wit } and
we construct an equivalent DeepWL+WSC-machine M̂ . By Lemma 22 of [18], M̂ can
compute the algebraic sketch without the additional vertex class and so track the run
of M. Note that by Lemma 35 the sketches of the individual components are equal up
to renaming of the colors. Additionally, the crossing colors are now always directed.
If M executes create(π) and π contains a color R occurring in both components
then M̂ uses the two colors R1 and R2 , each occurring in one component, whose union
is equal to R. Every addPair-, scc-, and refine-operation executed by M is executed
in the same way by M̂ respecting the renamed colors: whenever M uses a color or
relation, which is now split into two (one in each component), M̂ creates the union of
these colors/relations and uses them. Executing the refine-operation is valid by the
induction hypothesis.
If M executes choice(E), then we make the following case distinction. If E is a
crossing and undirected relation, M̂ executes choice(E ′ ), where E ′ contains the directed
E-edges connecting an A1 -vertex to an A2 -vertex. Now a directed edge (u, v) instead
of an undirected {u, v} is individualized. But because the two components are already
distinguished, this does not matter and we still can use Lemma 22 of [18] to compute the
algebraic sketch where both components are not distinguished.
If E is a plain relation containing edges of both components, M̂ executes choice(E ′ ),
where E ′ contains only the edges of E of the first component.
Otherwise, E is a plain relation containing only edges of one component and M̂ simply
executes choice(E).
It is easy to see that if E was an orbit in the structure, where the components were
not artificially distinguished, then E ′ is an orbit now.
We finally have to modify the witnessing machine M̂ wit . Ignoring that we have yet
to formally define how normalized DeepWL+WSC machines encode sets of witnessing
automorphisms, Mˆwit first computes the set of automorphisms given by M wit . Then
it removes the automorphisms exchanging the two components and outputs the set of
remaining automorphisms. In this way, all choices are witnessed if all choices in the
execution of M are witnessed.
It is easy to see that the runs of M̂ differ if the runs of M differ because the run of M̂
contains the run of M because M̂ tracks the Turing machines in M and computes the
sketches with Lemma 22 of [18].
We now identify sets of runs as a possibility to distinguish vertices, such that executing
a refine-operation on a crossing relation preserves the “direct product” property.
Lemma 37. For every normalized DeepWL+WSC-algorithm M on input A = A1 ⊎ A2 ,
every crossing color RA = (U A × V A ) ∩ Ecross (A), and every {u, v}, {u, v ′} ∈ RA ∪ (R91 )A
it holds that if u ∈ U ∩ Vi (A) for some i ∈ [2], M accepts (A, {u, v}), and M does not
accept (A, {u, v ′ }) then
{run(M, (A, {w, v})) | w ∈ U ∩ Vi (A)} =
6 {run(M, (A, {w, v ′})) | w ∈ U ∩ Vi (A)}.
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Proof sketch. We show run(M, (A, {u, v})) ∈
/ {run(M, (A, {w, v ′})) | w ∈ U ∩ Vi (A)}.
Assume for sake of contradiction that there is a vertex u′ ∈ U ∩ Vi (A) such that
run(M, (A, {u, v})) = run(M, (A, {u′, v ′ })). At some point run(M, (A, {u′, v ′ })) has to
differ from run(M, (A, {u, v ′})) because run(M, (A, {u, v})) = run(M, (A, {u′, v ′})) is
accepting and run(M, (A, {u, v ′})) is not accepting. Because M is normalized, at every
point in time the current content of the cloud B satisfies V(B) = V1 (B) ∪ V2 (B). Before
the first moment where the two runs differ, the component of v ′ is equal in both clouds
because the same operations were executed and the initial components of v ′ were equal (in
(A, {u, v ′}) and in (A, {u′ , v ′}) the same vertex is individualized in this component). In
particular, the components have the same sketches. So M can only have a run on {u′ , v ′ }
that is different from its run on {u, v ′} if the sketches of the components of u and u′ differ (Lemma 35). But this contradicts that run(M, (A, {u, v})) = run(M, (A, {u′, v ′ })),
because the sketches are contained in the run.
We considered undirected edges {u, v}, {u, v ′} ∈ RA ∪ (R91 )A in the previous lemma
to unify the case when R is directed or not. If R is directed, then (u, v) ∈ RA implies
that (v, u) 6∈ RA beacuse R is a color. Thus, the ordered tuple (u, v) can be reconstructed
from the set {u, v}. Note that the set {run(M, (A, {w, v})) | w ∈ U ∩ Vi (A)} can be
canonically encoded as a binary string because each run can be encoded as binary string.
Now we want to compute the sets {run(M, (A, {w, v})) | w ∈ U ∩ Vi (A)} with a
DeepWL+WSC-algorithm. In fact, we only compute something with the same “distinguishing power”. We start with the case where a directed edge (w, v) instead of the
undirected one {w, v} is individualized (which we justify using Lemma 36). The only
difference is, that we now can distinguish the two components, because one contains w
and the other one does not. This has the benefit, that we can more easily create plain
vertex classes.
Lemma 38. In the setting of Lemma 37 assume that M does not fail on input (A, uv)
for every uv ∈ RA . Then there is a normalized DeepWL+WSC-algorithm computing
the set {run(M, (A, wv)) | w ∈ U ∩ Vi (A)} given the vertex w as singleton color class.
Polynomial runtime of the algorithm is preserved.
Proof. Let M′ be a DeepWL+WSC-algorithm, which on input i, v, and w (given as
singleton vertex classes) simulates M and decides whether the i-th position of the run
run(M, (A, wv)) is a 1. Let M′′ be a DeepWL+WSC-algorithm, which on input i, v,
and w decides whether | run(M, (A, wv))| ≤ i.
We construct a machine which computes the runs run(M, (A, wv)) in parallel for all
w ∈ U. The runs are encoded as binary 0/1-strings, which are encoded by vertex classes
C1 , . . . , Cm , and D1 , . . . , Dm , where Ci contains all vertices of U for which the i-th bit of
the run is 1, and Di contains all vertices of U for which the run has length at least i.
Initialize i := −1 and D−1 := U. We first use M′′ to determine the vertex class
Di+1 ⊆ Di by executing refine(Di+1 , M′′ , i + 1) (of course, we have to replace M′ with
the index k of M′ in the list of DeepWL+WSC-algorithms which can be used for refine
executions). If Di+1 = ∅ we stop. Otherwise, we determine Ci+1 as a subset of Di+1 by
executing refine(Di+1 , M′ , i + 1). Finally, we increment i and repeat.
We now have encoded the runs run(M, (A, wv)) with the vertex classes C1 , . . . , Cm
and D1 , . . . , Dm . So we can determine which runs occur. Now it is easy to compute
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the set {run(M, (A, wv)) | w ∈ U} and to write it on the tape because the runs can be
ordered lexicographically.
Regarding the runtime, its easy to see that M′ and M′′ run in polynomial time as
they just simulate M and check the run of M. Because the length of the run of M
is bounded by a polynomial, so is the number of iterations and the number of needed
relations m. That is, also the size of the algebraic sketch is bounded by a polynomial.
Lemma 39. In the setting of Lemma 37 assume that M does not fail on input (A, uv)
for every uv ∈ RA . Then there is a normalized DeepWL+WSC-algorithm computing a
function f such that f (v) 6= f (v ′ ) whenever {run(M, (A, {w, v}))) | w ∈ U ∩ Vi (A)} =
6
′
′
A
{run(M, (A, {w, v })) | w ∈ U ∩ Vi (A)} for every v, v ∈ U ∩ Vi (A). The input vertex
to f is given as singleton color class. Polynomial runtime is preserved.
Proof. Let M̂ be the normalized DeepWL+WSC-algorithm given by Lemma 36 for M.
We then compute using Lemma 38 the set f (v) := {run(M̂, (A, wv)) | w ∈ U ∩ Vi (A)}.
From Lemma 36 it follows that if
{run(M, (A, {w, v})) | w ∈ U ∩ Vi (A)} =
6 {run(M, (A, {w, v ′})) | w ∈ U ∩ Vi (A)} then
{run(M̂, (A, (w, v))) | w ∈ U ∩ Vi (A)} =
6 {run(M̂, (A, (w, v ′))) | w ∈ U ∩ Vi (A)}.
Here note that inputting a directed crossing edge immediately distinguishes the two
components of the structure. Thus, we can omit creating vertices for A1 . By Lemma 38
we successfully compute the sets {run(M̂, (A, (w, v))) | w ∈ U ∩ Vi (A)} and so the
function f satisfies the claim of this lemma.
We finally want to use this function f to refine vertex classes. That is, we want to
execute a refine(C, f )-operation, which splits a vertex class C such that two C-vertices u
and v end up in different classes if and only if f (u) 6= f (v).
Lemma 40. Let M be a normalized and polynomial time DeepWL+WSC-algorithm,
which on input A computes a function f . Then we can simulate a refine(C, f )-execution
using a normalized and polynomial time DeepWL+WSC-algorithm.
Proof. The proof is similar to the one of Lemma 38. We use relations encoding the values
of f . We create a DeepWL+WSC-algorithm M′ which takes an additional number i
as input. It decides the property, whether the i-th bit of f is 1. We create another
algorithm M′′ , which takes a number i and decides whether the output of f has up to i
bits. We then execute refine(C, M′) (with an appropriate index k for M′ ) for all i
starting from zero until refine(C, M′′ ) returns ∅. We again obtain a relation collecting
the C-vertices at which the i-th bit of f is 1.
Now, two vertices u, v ∈ C A in different such relations are in different fibers in the
underlying coherent configuration. We create vertex classes for all these fibers.
Because f is computed by a polynomial time machine, the length of f is bounded by
a polynomial and so again is the number of iterations and created relations.
In Section 5.4.6 we will use the lemmas of this section to simulate a refine-operation
as already discussed: first split the vertex classes properly and then execute the refineoperation.
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5.4.4

Building Plans

Almost normalized structures are used as an intermediate step in [18] to construct normalized algorithms. We use them in a slightly different way: we do not construct these
structures explicitly but describe them implicitly with so-called building plans.
Definition 41 (Building Plan). Let A = A1 ⊎ A2 be a normalized structure. A vertex
plan for A is a set {C, D} of (plain) vertex classes C, D ∈ τ . A relation plan for A
defining a relation symbol E ∈
/ τ is a pair (E, {{F1,i, F2,i } | i ∈ [k]}), where all Fj,i ∈ τ
are (plain) relation symbols. A building plan for A is a pair Ω = (ω, κ), where ω is a
finite set of vertex plans and κ is a finite set of relation plans where each relation plan
defines a different relation symbol.
Intuitively, a building plan Ω describes a non-normalized HF-structure Ω(A) in terms
of a normalized structure A and a recipe to construct vertices mixing the two components
of A. A vertex plan {C, D} says that for every u ∈ C A and v ∈ D A in different components
the vertex {u, v} is added to the structure (recall that we are defining an HF-structure).
A relation plan (E, {{F1,i , F2,i } | i ∈ [k]}) specifies a new relation E between the created
vertices: a pair ({u, v}, {u′, v ′}) is contained in E Ω(A) if and only if there is some i ∈ [k]
A
A
such that the corresponding plain edges satisfy (u, u′) ∈ F1,i
and (v, v ′) ∈ F2,i
. Lastly, a
special relation Ep relating every created vertex {u, v} to the original vertices u and v is
added.
Formally, the structure Ω(A) is defined as follows: For a vertex plan {C, D} define
A
:= (C A × D A ∪ D A × C A ) ∩ Ecross (A) and the
the undirected crossing relation E{C,D}
A
A
:= {{u, v} | (u, v) ∈ E{C,D}
set Ẽ{C,D}
} containing the undirected edges as sets. We
S
A
A :=
define Ẽω
{C,D}∈ω Ẽ{C,D} . The atoms of Ω(A) are the ones of A, the vertices are
V(Ω(A)) := V(A) ∪ ẼωA , and the signature of Ω(A) is τ ⊎ {Ep } ⊎ {E | (E, M) ∈ κ}. The
relations are defined as follows:
EpΩ(A) :=

[

{({u, v}, u), ({u, v}, v)},

A
{u,v}∈Ẽω

A
A
E Ω(A) := {({u, v}, {u′, v ′ }) | (u, u′) ∈ F1,i
, (v, v ′) ∈ F2,i
, i ∈ [k]}

for every (E, {{F1,i , F2,i } | i ∈ [k]}) ∈ κ.
The added vertices {u, v} are called crossing. The set of all crossing vertices is
Vcross (A). We call edges (w, w ′) ∈ Vcross (A)2 inter-crossing. A relation or color is intercrossing if it only contains inter-crossing edges. A vertex class or fiber is called crossing,
if it only contains crossing vertices. Later, we are interested only in the substructure
of Ωcross (A) induced by the crossing vertices. But for HF-structures, this is actually
ill-defined because the crossing vertices do not contain the atoms of A (in contrast to
Ω(A)[Vplain (Ω(A))], which is well-defined because the plain vertices include the atoms).
So we turn to the non-HF-structure Ωcross (A)flat and define
Ωcross (A) := Ω(A)flat [Vcross (Ω(A)flat )].
We refer with Vcross (Ω(A)flat ) to the set of atoms in Ω(A)flat which are crossing vertices
in Ω(A). However, using the non-HF-structure suffices to compute the algebraic sketch
because D(A) was defined via C(A) = C(Aflat ).
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We now show that the fibers of crossing vertices, respectively the colors of intercrossing edges, are already determined by plain fibers and plain relations.
Lemma 42. For every normalized structure A and every building plan Ω for A, the
structure Ω(A) satisfies the following:
(A1) Every vertex of Ω(A) is either plain or crossing.
(A2) Ω(A)[Vplain (Ω(A))] = A.
(A3) Every relation of Ω(A) is either plain or inter-crossing or the special relation Ep .
(A4) For every vertex u ∈ Vcross (A) there are exactly two vertices u(1) ∈ V1 (A) and u(2) ∈
V2 (A) satisfying {(u, u(1) ), (u, u(2) )} ⊆ EpA . Moreover, {u(1) , u(2) } =
6 {v (1) , v (2) } for
every different u, v ∈ Vcross (A).
(A5) For every crossing vertex u ∈ Vcross (A) its fiber U u is uniquely determined by the set
of fibers {Uu(1) , Uu(2) } of the plain vertices u(1) and u(2) : Whenever {Uu(1) , Uu(2) } =
{Uv(1) , Uv(2) }, then Uu = Uv . Additionally, whenever we are given two other vertices
of the same plain fibers v1 ∈ UuA(1) ∩ V1 (A) and v2 ∈ UuA(2) ∩ V2 (A) then there is a
crossing vertex w (in the fiber U u ) such that w (1) = v1 and w (2) = v2 .
(A6) In the same sense, the color R(u,v) of every inter-crossing edge (u, v) is uniquely
determined by the set of plain colors {R(u(1) ,v(1) ) , R(u(2) ,v(2) ) }.
Proof Sketch. Properties (A1) to (A4) immediately follow from the construction of Ω(A).
Let Ω = (ω, κ). For Property (A5), first consider the claim that if v1 ∈ RuA(1) ∩ V1 (A)
and v2 ∈ RuA(2) ∩ V2 (A) then there is a crossing vertex w such that w (1) = v1 and w (2) =
v2 . Because the crossing vertex u exists, there is a vertex plan {C, D} ∈ ω such that
A
{u(1) , u(2) } ∈ Ẽ{C,D}
. Assume w.l.o.g. that u(1) ∈ C A and v (2) ∈ D A . Because v1 ∈ RuA(1) ⊆
A
C A and v2 ∈ RuA(2) ⊆ D A , it follows that {v1 , v2 } ∈ Ẽ{C,D}
and so by definition of Ω(A)
there is a crossing vertex w such that w (1) = v1 and w (2) = v2 . Now note that the rest of
Property (A5) follows from Property (A6) when considering loop colors.
So we prove Property (A6). For the first direction, let (u′ , v ′ ) be a crossing edge such
that R(u′ ,v′ ) = R(u,v) . Because every crossing vertex is adjacent with Ep to exactly one
plain vertex in each component, every inter-crossing edge has exactly two (Ep , Si , Ep91 )colored path, where Si for i ∈ [2] is a plain color. For (u, v) we have that {S1 , S2 } =
{R(u(1) ,v(1) ) , R(u(2) ,v(2) ) }. Because (u′ , v ′ ) is in the same color, the same holds for (u′, v ′ ).
For the remaining direction let A = A1 ⊎ A2 . We show that there is a coherent
configuration H refining C(Ω(A)) such that H[Vi (A)] = C(Ω(A))[Vi (A)] for every i ∈ [2]
and H satisfies the required property. Then any coarser coherent configuration satisfies
it, too. We only sketch the construction, the idea is based on the proof of Lemma 10
in [18]. The main difference is that [18] gives the construction for the Eω relation and
not the Ẽω relation (cf. the proof of Lemma 43). Essentially, we replace ordered pairs of
two colors with a set of at most two colors.
The coherent configuration is defined as follows: The plain edges are colored according
to C(A). An inter-crossing edge (u, v) is colored with the set of colors of its edges
{R(u(1) ,v(1) ) , R(u(2) ,v(2) ) }. Note that by Lemma 35 this also determines the color of the
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edges (u′(i) , v ′(j) ) whenever u′ , v ′ ∈ {u, v} and {i, j} = [2], i.e., u′(i) and v ′(j) are in different
components, because the color of an edge determines the fiber of its endpoints. Similarly,
an edge (u, v) of a crossing vertex u and a plain vertex v is colored with the fiber of u
(which is defined in the inter-crossing case for loops), the fiber of v, and whether (u, v) is
contained in Ep . Clearly, the sketched coherent configuration has the required property
by construction.
We say that the plain vertices u(1) and u(2) are the vertices corresponding to the
crossing vertex u. Likewise, the plain edges (u(1) , v (1) ) and (u(2) , v (2) ) correspond to the
inter-crossing edge (u, v). The set of colors {E(u(1) ,v(1) ) , E(v(2) ,v(2) ) } corresponds to the color
E(u,v) (and similarly for crossing vertices).
The structures obtained from building plans differ at some points from the almost
normalized structures of [18]:
• Our notion of crossing vertices is defined only for building plans and not for general
DeepWL-algorithms (and is for undirected crossing edges).
• Our relation Ep does not distinguish between u(1) and u(2) . This is needed so that
a choice-operation on crossing vertices does not necessarily distinguish the two
components.
• The relation Ep assigns to every crossing vertex exactly one plain vertex in each
component. This ensures that choice sets can still be witnessed.
• Properties similar to (A5) and (A6) are implicitly always satisfied for almost normalized structures in [18]. In combination with refine- and choice-operations this
would not be the case anymore for the more general notion of almost normalized
structures.
In some sense, Properties (A5) and (A6) mean that we actually do not need to construct the crossing vertices, because all information is determined by the corresponding
plain vertices and edges. We now show this formally.
Lemma 43. There is a DeepWL-algorithm that for every normalized structure A and
every building plan Ω = (ω, κ) for A computes D(Ω(A)) in polynomial time.
Proof. Note that Ω(A) can also be constructed with a DeepWL-algorithm: The relation
E
for a vertex plan {C, D} is DeepWL-computable. So also the relation EωA :=
S {C,D}
A
{C,D}∈ω E{C,D} is DeepWL-computable. Then execute addUPair(Eω ) and obtain the
relation Ep as membership relation. For every relation plan (E, {{F1i, F2i } | i ∈ [k]}) ∈ κ
we can define E Ω(A) as follows. For every i ∈ [k] define the relation Ei as the relation
with an (Ep , F1i, Ep91 )- and an (Ep , F2i , Ep91 )-colored path.
As seen, our addUPair can be simulated in the DeepWL-model from [18] by first
an addPair-execution and then an scc-executions (which itself in the DeepWL-model
of [18] can be simulated by first an addPair-execution and a contract-execution). Using
Lemma 10 of [18] we can compute the sketches after the addPair-execution in polynomial
time and using Lemma 9 [18] the sketch after the contract-execution.
Now, we created some additional vertex classes (to simulate addUPair) and relations
(the Ei above). By Lemma 22 [18] we can compute the sketch without these vertex classes
and relations.
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Finally, the inter-crossing relations described by κ are unions of inter-crossing colors
and the subset-relation can be computed in polynomial time.
Definition 44 (Efficient Building Plan). A building plan Ω = (ω, κ) for a normalized
τ -structure A is called efficient, if every vertex u of A is contained in a vertex class used
in ω.
Intuitively, an efficient building plan makes use of all plain vertices and all relations
of A, which means that A does not contain unnecessary vertices to construct Ω(A).
Lemma 45. If Ω is an efficient building plan for a normalized structure A, then |A| ≤
2|Vcross (Ω(A))|.
Proof. Every crossing vertex in Vcross (Ω(A)) is by Property (A4) incident to exactly two
plain vertices. So there are at most twice as many plain as crossing vertices.
Lemma 46. Let A be a normalized structure and Ω a building plan for A. Then
Aut(A) = Aut(Ω(A)) (note that both structures are HF-structures with atom set A). If a
crossing fiber U Ω(A) is an Ω(A)-orbit, then for the corresponding plain fibers {U1 , U2 } the
A
set Ẽ{U
is an A-orbit.
1 ,U2 }
Proof. The structure Ω(A) is defined in an isomorphism-invariant manner. Whenever a
vertex or relation is added, it is done for all vertices/edges of a given vertex class/relation
(cf. the proof of Lemma 43 that shows that Ω(A) can be obtained from A by a DeepWLalgorithm (without choice)). So every automorphism of A extends to an automorphism
of Ω(A). For the other direction note that A is contained in Ω(A). Also note that all
relations added in Ω(A) are new ones and no relation of A is changed. It is never possible
that an automorphism maps a crossing vertex to a plain vertex because the Ep relation
is directed from crossing to plain vertices. So every automorphism of Ω(A) induces an
automorphism of A.
For the second part, let U Ω(A) be an Ω(A)-orbit. By construction of the Ep relation,
an automorphism ϕ satisfies ϕ(u) = v for u, v ∈ U Ω(A) if and only if ϕ({u(1) , u(2) }) =
{v (1) , v (2) } (cf. Property (A4)).
5.4.5

Building Plans and scc-Operations

Before we can start to construct normalized DeepWL+WSC-algorithms, we have to investigate scc-operations. Assume that for an inter-crossing relation E the scc(E) operation
should be executed and we want to find a building plan simulating this. The challenge
is to construct new plain vertices so that we find plain vertex classes which correspond
to the vertex class obtained by scc(E). The first step is to analyze the SCCs of the
corresponding plain colors of E in the components. In a second step we show how we can
define a building plan to simulate the scc(E) operation. We need to start with a lemma
regarding SCCs in coherent configurations.
Lemma 47. Let H be a coherent configuration with signature σ and R, S ∈ σ be colors
connecting vertices of the same fiber, i.e. RA ⊆ (U A )2 and S A ⊆ (U A )2 for some fiber
U ∈ σ. Then
1. every R-connected component is strongly R-connected and
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2. every {R, S}-connected component is strongly {R, S}-connected.
Proof. We start with Claim 1: If R is itself a fiber, all connected components are trivial
and the claim follows. Otherwise, let c be an R-connected component. Then we can
assume that C(A) is a primitive coherent configuration, otherwise we can restrict C(A)
to c (all edges leaving c have different colors than edges contained in c). Finally, it follows
from Theorem 3.1.5. in [5] that c is strongly R-connected because R is not a fiber.
To show Claim 2, let (u1 , . . . , uk ) be an {R, S}-path. We show that there is an
{R, S}-path (v1 , . . . , vm ) such that v1 = uk and vm = u1 . To do so, it suffices to show
that for every i ∈ [k − 1] there is a {R, S}-path from ui+1 to ui. So let i ∈ [k − 1] and
w.l.o.g. assume that (ui , ui+1 ) ∈ RA . Then by Claim 1 the vertices ui and ui+1 are in the
same R-SCC and in particular there is an R-path and so also an {R, S}-path from ui+1
to ui .
Lemma 48. Let A1 ⊎ A2 be a normalized structure, Ω be a building plan for A1 ⊎ A2 ,
R ∈ σ be an inter-crossing color of Ω(A1 ⊎ A2 ) such that R-edges connect vertices of the
same fiber UR , i.e. RA ⊆ (URA )2 , and S, T ∈ σ be the corresponding plain colors of R. If c
is an R-SCC, then {u(i) | u ∈ c} is an {S, T }-SCC for every i ∈ [2].
Proof. Set A := Ω(A1 ⊎ A2 ) and define
Ki := {(u, v) ∈ RA | (u(i) , v (i) ) ∈ S A }.
That is, if S 6= T , we partition RA into K1 and K2 depending on whether the corresponding S-edge is in A1 or in A2 . If S = T , we just have K1 = K2 = RA . For a set c of
crossing vertices we define c(i) := {u(i) | u ∈ c}. We start to analyze the SCCs formed by
the Ki -edges.
Claim 1. Let i ∈ [2] and c be a Ki -SCC. Then the set c(i) is an S-SCC. For j ∈ [2] such
that {i, j} = [2] the set c(j) is an T -SCC.
Proof. We consider the part of the claim regarding S-SCCs. The part regarding T -SCCs
(i)
(i)
is symmetric. It is clear that if (u1 , . . . , uk ) is a Ki -path, then (u1 , . . . , uk ) is an S-path.
So c(i) is contained in an S-SCC. If S-edges connect vertices in different fibers, then all
S-SCCs are singletons. That is c(i) cannot be strictly contained in an S-SCC.
So it remains to consider the case when S connects vertices in the same fiber. Then
also T has to connect vertices in the same fiber. Let {U, V } be the fibers corresponding
to UR . If U has an incident S-edge, then V has an incident T -edge (because otherwise R
would be empty, which is not allowed for colors).
We show that c(i) is an S-connected component. This implies by Lemma 47 that c(j) is
an S-SCC. Let (u1 , u2 ) ∈ S A such that u1 ∈ c(i) . We show that there is an R-edge (v1 , v2 )
(i) (i)
such that (v1 , v2 ) = (u1 , u2 ) and v1 , v2 ∈ c, which implies that u2 ∈ c(i) and by induction
that c(i) is an S-connected component. Because u1 ∈ c(i) , there is a vertex v1 ∈ c such
(i)
(j)
that v1 = u1 . Assume w.l.o.g. that u1 ∈ U A . Then v1 ∈ V A , where {i, j} = [2].
(j)
(j)
Because u1 has an incident S-edge (namely (u1 , u2)), v1 has an incident T -edge (v1 , w).
Because S and T connect the same fiber, u2 ∈ U A and w ∈ V A . Then by Property (A5)
(i)
(ī)
there is a vertex v2 such that v2 = u2 and v2 = w. Now, we have that (v1 , v2 ) ∈ RA
(i) (i)
(j) (j)
(j)
using Property (A6), that (v1 , v2 ) = (u1 , u2 ) ∈ S A , and that (v1 , v2 ) = (v1 , w) ∈ T A .
That is v1 and v2 are in the same R-connected component. This, by Lemma 47, implies
that v1 and v2 are in the same R-SCC and thus v2 ∈ c.
⊣
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Claim 2. Let S connect vertices of different fibers U and V and let T connect vertices of
the same different fibers but in the other direction, i.e. S A ⊆ U A × V A and T A ⊆ V A × U A
for U 6= V . Let i ∈ [2] and c be an R-SCC. Then the set c(i) is a {S, T }-SCC.
(i)

(i)

Proof. If (u1, . . . , uk ) is an R-path, then (u1 , . . . , uk ) is an {S, T }-path. So c(i) is contained in an {S, T }-SCC d. For a sake of contradiction, assume that c(i) is strictly
contained in d. Then there is an {S, T }-path (v1 , . . . , vℓ ) with ℓ ≥ 3, v1 ∈ c(i) , vℓ ∈ c(i) ,
and vj ∈
/ c(i) for every 1 < j < ℓ. We observe the following:
• There is a (possibly empty) {S, T }-path (vℓ , . . . , vℓ′ +1 ) contained in d such that
vℓ′ +1 = v1 , because d is an {S, T }-SCC.
• In every {S, T }-path the edge colors S and T alternate. Likewise, the fibers of the
vertices alternate. Thus, every cycle consists of an even number of vertices.
Let (u1 , . . . , um′ ) be a non-empty R-cycle (which possibly uses vertices multiple times)
(i)
such that u1 = v1 , 1 < m ≤ m′ , and u(i)
m = vℓ′ . Such a cycle exists because c is an R′
(j)
(j) ′
SCC. Consider the two following sequences β̄ := (v1 , . . . , vℓ′ )m and ᾱ := (u1 , . . . , um′ )ℓ
of plain vertices of length ℓ′ · m′ , where j is chosen such that {i, j} = [2].
We observe that {UβAk , UαAk } = {U, V } for every k ∈ [ℓ′ · m′ ]: First, consider the case
(j)
(i)
(j)
k = 1. By construction (β1 , α1 ) = (v1 , u1 ) = (u1 , u1 ). Because R connects vertices in
the same fiber, the corresponding fibers of UE must be {U, V } and because u1 ∈ UEA , it
follows that {UβA1 , UαA1 } = {U, V }. Second, we already have seen that the fibers U and V
(j)
(j)
alternate on {S, T }-paths, so in particular on the cycles (v1 , . . . , vℓ′ ) and (u1 , . . . , um′ ).
Because the length is even, the fibers U and V also alternate in the tuples ᾱ and β̄. So,
by induction on k with base case k = 1 the claim follows.
Using Property (A5) we obtain a tuple of crossing vertices (w1 , . . . , wℓ′ ·m′ ) such that
(i)
(j)
wk = βk and wk = αk for all k ∈ [ℓ′ · m′ ].
We prove that (w1 , . . . , wℓ′ ·m′ ) is an R-cycle. We consider the sequences of colors
A
A
R(w
(i)
(i) , . . . , R
(i)
,w )
(w

,w1 )

A
A
R(w
(j)
(j)
(j) , . . . , R
(w
,w )

,w1 )

1

1

2

ℓ′ ·m′

2

ℓ′ ·m′

(i)

and

(j)

.

Similar to the case of the fibers, the colors S and T alternate and if the k-th color in
one sequence is S, then the k-th color in the other one is T . Because S and T are the
corresponding colors of R and by Property (A6), (w1 , . . . , wℓ′ ·m′ ) is indeed an R-cycle.
We note that w1 = u1 ∈ c and thus the cycle (w1 , . . . , wℓ′ ·m′ ) contains a vertex in c.
(i)
Now, let 1 < k < ℓ. Then wk = vk by construction and in particular vk ∈
/ c(i) and thus
wk ∈
/ c. But this means there is an R-cycle containing a vertex in the E-SCC c and a
vertex not in c, which is a contradiction.
⊣
Now first consider the case that S = T . Then K1 = K2 = RA and the claim of the
lemma follows immediately from Claim 1.
So consider the case that S 6= T . Let S A ⊆ USA × VSA , T A ⊆ UTA × VTA , and recall that
RA ⊆ (URA )2 . Then by Property (A5) it follows that the corresponding fibers for UR are
{US , UT } = {VS , VT }. We make the following case distinction:
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• US 6= VS or UT 6= VT : Then because {US , UT } = {VS , VT } we have that US = VT 6=
VS = UT . The claim follows immediately from Claim 2.
• US = VS = UT = VT : Let c be an R-SCC. By Lemma 47 it suffices to show
that c(i) is an {S, T }-connected component. So let (u, v) be an {S, T }-edge and
let u ∈ c(i) . We show that then also v ∈ c(i) which by induction shows that c(i) is
an {S, T }-connected component. Assume w.l.o.g. that (u, v) ∈ S A . Now for some
Ki -SCC c′ we have that u ∈ c′(i) and by Claim 1 we also have that v ∈ c′(i) because
by Lemma 47 the vertices u and v are in the same S-SCC. Because c′ ⊆ c′ we have
that c′(i) ⊆ c(i) and that v ∈ c(i) .
Now that we know that the SCCs of inter-crossing relations correspond to SCCs of
the corresponding plain relations, we show that scc-operations on inter-crossing relations
can be simulated using building plan.
Lemma 49. There is a polynomial time DeepWL+WSC-algorithm that given the normalized structure A = A1 ⊎A2 , a building plan Ω for A, and an inter-crossing color R ∈ σ
of Ω(A) halts with the normalized structure B in the cloud and writes a building plan ΩR
for B on the tape which satisfies Ωcross
(B) ∼
= Ωcross (A)R , where Ωcross (A)R denotes the
R
cross
structure obtained by executing scc(R) on Ω
(A). If Ω is efficient, then ΩR is efficient,
too.
Proof. Let Ω = (ω, κ). We distinguish the following two cases: The color R connects
vertices in different fibers U and V , that is RΩ(A) ⊆ U Ω(A) × V Ω(A) . Here clearly all RSCCs are trivial and the scc-operation would create a new vertex for every U- and every
V -vertex. To create these vertices with the building plan, let the corresponding fibers
of U and V be U1 , U2 , V1 , and V2 . We create copies of these fibers by executing addPair
for the loops and obtain component relations Eleft and Eright , which coincide. The new
vertices end up in new fibers U1′ , U2′ , V1′ , and V2′ . The algorithm updates
ω ← ω ∪ {{U1′ , U2′ }, {V1′ , V2′ }} and
κ ← κ ∪ {(F, {Eleft, Eright })},
where F serves as new membership relation (and just relates a U-vertex to its copy).
Otherwise, R connects vertices in the same fiber. Let this fiber be U and let U1 and U2
be the fibers corresponding to U and R1 and R2 be the colors corresponding to R. Note
that in this case every {R1 , R2 }-SCCs is nontrivial: w.l.o.g. R1 has to connect U1 to U2
and R2 has to connect U2 to U1 . Because R1 and R2 are fibers, every U1 - and every U2 vertex has one outgoing and one incoming {R1 , R2 }-edge, so there must be a cycle and in
particular one nontrivial {R1 , R2 }-SCCs. But because this is in a coherent-configuration,
every {R1 , R2 }-SCCs has the same size and is thus nontrivial.
By Lemma 48 we can construct vertices for SCCs of the corresponding plain vertices
such that for every R-SCC there is a corresponding pair of {R1 , R2 }-SCCs. So we start
with executing scc({R1 , R2 }) (formally we have to create a relation as the union of R1
and R2 ) and obtain a new plain vertex class C containing the new SCC-vertices and
a plain membership relation E. We then create for each pair of C-vertices in different
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components, so for such a pair of {R1 , R2 }-SCCs, new crossing vertices and the intercrossing membership relation F by updating
ω ← ω ∪ {{C, C}} and
κ ← κ ∪ {(F, {E, E})}.
Indeed, every newly created vertex by ω corresponds to an R-SCC: Because the R-SCCs
are nontrivial, every C was obtained from an SCC containing at least one U1 - and at least
one U2 -vertex (if U1 = U2 this is trivial and if U1 6= U2 every nontrivial {R1 , R2 }-SCC
has to contain one U1 - and one U2 -vertex because R1 has to connect U1 to U2 and R2
the other way around). So for every pair of C-vertices in different components, we can
find a U1 -vertex u ∈ V(A1 ) in one component and a U2 -vertex v ∈ V(A2 ) in the other
component. By Property (A5) there is a U-vertex w such that w (1) = u and w (1) = v.
But this means there is an R-SCC, which corresponds to the two C-vertices, namely the
one containing w. In the same manner, F correctly defines the inter-crossing membership
relation for the new R-SCC vertices.
Finally, to see that B is normalized, note that we only executed a single addPair
or a single scc-operation for a plain relation. It is also clear that the property of being
efficient is preserved, because every newly created vertex is in a fiber U1′ , U2′ , V1′ , and V2′
or in the color class C and all of them are used in the building plan.
5.4.6

Simulation

Now, we finally want to simulate arbitrary DeepWL+WSC-algorithms with normalized
ones. Recall that we still have to define how normalized DeepWL+WSC-algorithms
encode sets of witnessing automorphisms. We do this now:
Let A be a normalized structure and Ω be a building plan for A. A tuple of crossing
relations (Eaut , Edom , Eimg ) and a crossing vertex wϕ encode the partial map ϕ : A → A
as follows: we have ϕ(u) = v in case v is the only crossing vertex in Ω(A) for which
Ω(A)
Ω(A)
there exists exactly one crossing vertex w such that (wϕ , w) ∈ Eaut , (w, u′) ∈ Edom , and
Ω(A)
(w, v ′) ∈ Eimg , where u′ and v ′ are crossing vertices and u and v the only atoms such
that (u′ , u) ∈ EpΩ(A) and (v ′ , v) ∈ EpΩ(A) . Recall here that while for every crossing vertex
there are exactly two vertices related via Ep , not both of them have to be atoms. While
introducing the vertices u′ and v ′ into the definition seems odd at first, this will simplify technical aspects in the following. As before, a tuple of relations (Eaut , Edom , Eimg )
A
encodes the set of partial maps N := {ϕ | (wϕ , w) ∈ Eaut
for some w}.
wit
The witnessing machine M of a normalized DeepWL+WSC-algorithm on input A
outputs a set of witnessing automorphisms by writing a tuple (Ω, Eaut , Edom , Eimg ) of a
building plan Ω for the final content of the cloud of M wit and three relations, for which Ω
contains a relation plan, on the interaction-tape.
Note that with this definition, a normalized DeepWL+WSC-algorithm is formally not
a (non-normalized) DeepWL+WSC-algorithm anymore, because it encodes witnessing
automorphisms differently. But clearly, a DeepWL+WSC-machine just constructs Ω(B)
(where B is the final content of the cloud of M wit ), adjusts the relations Edom and Eimg to
directly point to the plain vertices, and then writes (Eaut , Edom , Eimg ) on the interactiontape.
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Finally, we are ready to simulate an arbitrary DeepWL+WSC-algorithm with a normalized one.
Definition 50 (Simulating a Structure). A pair (A, Ω) of a normalized structure A and
a building plan Ω = (ω, κ) for A simulates a structure Â with the same atoms as A if
(S1) Ωcross (A) ∼
= Âflat
(S2) Ω is efficient,
(S3) there is a relation plan (C, {D1 , D2 }) ∈ κ defining a crossing vertex class C, such
that every isomorphism ϕ : Âflat → Ωcross (A) satisfies ϕ(Â) = C Ω(A) , i.e., the atoms
of Â are mapped precisely onto the C-vertices,
(S4) the Ep -relation is a perfect matching between the atoms A of A and C Ω(A) , and
(S5) via this bijection between A and C Ω(A) we have that Aut(Aflat ) = Aut(Ωcross (A)).
To simplify the following proofs, only the crossing vertices are relevant to simulate a
structure (apart from the connection between the atoms). Later in Corollary 53 we will
as first step create a copy of the initial plain vertices so that the copy consists of crossing
vertices. We then continue to operate on these vertices and modify the plain vertices just
as needed to perform the required changes on the crossing vertices. Now that we have a
notion of simulating a structure, we can also simulate DeepWL+WSC algorithms:
Definition 51 (Simulating an Algorithm). Let M = (M out , M wit , M1 , . . . , Mℓ ) and
M̂ = (M̂ out , M̂ wit , M̂1, . . . , M̂ℓ ) be DeepWL+WSC-algorithms. The algorithm M simulates M̂ if Mi simulates M̂i for all i ∈ [ℓ] and for every structure Â and every pair
(A, Ω) simulating Â the algorithm M on input (A, Ω) accepts (or respectively rejects)
whenever M̂ on input Â accepts (or respectively rejects).
We do not care about the case when M̂ fails, because in the following we will always
assume that this is not the case.
Lemma 52. For every polynomial time DeepWL+WSC-algorithm M̂ there is a polynomial time and normalized DeepWL+WSC-algorithm M simulating M̂.
Proof. We will construct a normalized DeepWL+WSC-algorithm, which uses the additional operations simulated in Lemma 27. However, to actually obtain a normalized
DeepWL+WSC-algorithm from the reduction of Lemma 27 we need to adapt the technique in Lemma 27 to simulate ordered input. To create vertices in singleton fibers, scc
was executed for a relation connecting all vertices of some fiber U. This might create
crossing vertices, so we execute scc only for the relation connecting U-vertices in the
same component. In that way, we create two copies of the directed path encoding ordered input, one for each connected component. Because the additional operations are
simulated with only polynomial overhead, we can ignore the vertices created in the simulation. That is, in the following we regard a building plan is efficient, if all plain vertices
apart from the one used in the simulation are used.
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The proof is by induction of nesting DeepWL+WSC-algorithms. For this, suppose
M̂ = (M̂ out , M̂ wit , M̂1 , . . . , M̂ℓ ) and assume by induction hypothesis that there are normalized DeepWL+WSC-algorithms Mi simulating M̂i for every i ∈ [ℓ]. Using Lemma 32
we can assume that M̂ is pure.
Let M̂ ∈ {M̂ out , M̂ wit } and Â0 be the input structure of M̂ . We will now construct a
DeepWL+WSC-machine M simulating it. Let Â0 , . . . , Âk be the sequence of structures
in the cloud of M̂ and let (A0 , Ω0 ) simulate Â0 . We construct the machine M inductively.
We say that the machine M on input (A0 , Ω0 ) simulates the t-th step for t ∈ [k] if
when M halts the content of the cloud is At and there is a building plan Ωt = (ωt , κt )
for At written onto the working tape such that (At , Ωt ) simulates Ât . Assume that we
constructed a machine M simulating the k-th step, then the content of the cloud does
not change anymore and we can just track the run of the Turing machine of M̂ until it
halts.
We construct by induction on t a machine M simulating the t-th step for every t ≤ k.
For t = 0 the claim holds by assumption that (A0 , Ω0 ) simulates Â0 . Now assume that
M simulates the t-th step and that (At , Ωt ) simulates Ât .
Using Lemma 43 the machine M computes D(Ωt (At )) in polynomial time. From this
sketch, it computes D(Ωcross
(At )) using Lemma 22 from [18].
t
(At ) ∼
and
Because (At , Ωt ) simulates Ât , by Property (S1) it holds that Ωcross
= Âflat
t
t
the computed sketch is equal to the sketch of Ât . So M can track the run of M̂ until M̂
executes an operation modifying the cloud. We make a case distinction on this operation:
(At ) ∼
addPair(R): The color R is an inter-crossing color in Ωt (At ), because Ωcross
= Âflat
t .
t
Let R1 and R2 be the two plain colors corresponding to R.
The machine M executes addPair(R1 ) and addPair(R2 ) (if R1 = R2 , only one operation is executed) and obtains vertex classes C1 and C2 and component relations Ei,d for
every i ∈ [2] and d ∈ {left, right} (here if R1 = R2 , we have E1,d = E2,d ). We set
ωt+1 := ωt ∪ {{C1 , C2 }} and
κt+1 := κt ∪ {(Rd , {{E1,d , E2,d }}) | d ∈ {left, right}}.
A

A

That is, precisely for every set {u, v} of vertices u ∈ C1 t+1 and v ∈ C2 t+1 , which means
by construction for every set {e1 , e2 } of edges e1 ∈ R1At and e1 ∈ R2At , which again means
by Property (A6) for every edge e ∈ RΩt (At ) , a vertex is added in Ωt+1 (At+1 ).
∼
Consequently, we create the component relations from the Ei,d . That is, Ωcross
t+1 (At+1 ) =
Âflat
t+1 and so we maintained (S1). Property (S2) is satisfied because all newly created plain
vertices are either in C1 or C2 . Properties (S3) and (S4) will always be maintained if they
initially hold (and we do not remove entries from the building plan). Finally, property (S5)
is maintained because we did not make any choices (and all other DeepWL+WSC operations are isomorphism-invariant) and thus the automorphism of both structures stay
exactly the same (note that by Lemma 24 both At+1 and Aflat
t+1 have the same automorphisms). So we simulated the (t + 1)-th step.
scc(R) Again, R is an inter-crossing color in Ωt (At ). The machine M simulates the
scc-operation using Lemma 49: Properties (S1) and (S2) are ensured by the lemma,
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all other properties hold by the same reasons as for the addPair-operation, and so the
(t + 1)-th step is simulated.
create(π) Let π = {R1 , . . . , Rk }, where all Ri are inter-crossing colors in Ωt (At ), and E
be the relation to create. Let Si and Ti be the corresponding colors for Ri for every i ∈ [k]
(Property (A6)). We update
ωt+1 := ωt and
κt+1 := κt ∪ {(E, {{Si, Ti } | i ∈ [k]})}.
Because the cloud is not modified, we have that At+1 = At is still normalized. In particular, Property (S2) is maintained because no new vertices are created. By construction
Property (S1) is satisfied. Again by the same reasons as before, the (t + 1)-th step is
simulated.
refine(U, k) Because M̂ is pure, refine is only executed for fibers. Let U1 and U2
be the plain fibers corresponding to U and let EU be the crossing color such that EUA =
A
E{U
, that is EU precisely connects all the pairs of vertices corresponding to a U-vertex.
1 ,U2 }
We cannot simply execute refine(EU , k, Ωt ), because this might create a relation
which connects the two components of At (and so the content of the cloud would not
be normalized anymore). Recall the example in Section 5.4.2. We are going to refine U1
and U2 , then decompose EU into multiple colors, such that either all edges of a color are
accepted by Mk or no edge of the color is. This results in the structure At+1 . We then
refine one (crossing) color after the other. In that way, for every color, either no new
relation or an empty relation is created and the structure stays normalized.
Let v, v ′ ∈ U2At . Then by Lemma 37 we can distinguish v and v ′ using the sets
{run(Mk , (A, {w, v}) | w ∈ U1At ∩ V(A1 )} and {run(Mk , (A, {w, v ′}) | w ∈ U1At ∩ V(A1 )}
if for some u ∈ U1At we have that (At , {u, v}) is accepted by Mk but (At , {u, v ′}) is not.
There is a normalized DeepWL+WSC-algorithm computing a function distinguishing the
same (or more) vertices as these sets according to Lemma 39 (note that because we input
all (u, v) or {u, v} during the refine-operation, Mk indeed never fails). We can refine U2
according to these sets by Lemma 40. The same procedure is performed for U1 . After
that, we obtain the structure At+1 in the cloud.
Before we can use Mk to refine the edges, we have to slightly modify it: The input
of Mk is A′t := ((At+1 , {u, v}), Ωt) where some {u, v} ∈ EUAt is individualized, i.e., there
is a new vertex class C{u,v} only containing u and v. (If EU is directed the arguments still
apply, cf. the discussion after Lemma 37). This corresponds to individualizing one vertex
of U (recall that Ep does not distinguish the two components of A′t ). In order to represent
this individualization of the U-vertex, the algorithm Mk modifies the building plan as
follows: κ′t := κt ∪ {(F ′ , {(C{u,v} , C{u,v} )})} and Ω′t := (ωt , κ′t ). In that way, the vertex
corresponding to {u, v} in Ω′t (A′t ) gets individualized in the relation F ′ . Now (A′t , Ω′t )
simulates the structure (Ât , w), where the corresponding U-vertex w is individualized.
Now, all conditions for the induction hypothesis are satisfied and we can actually run the
algorithm Mk by induction hypothesis.
So we decompose E into colors R1 , . . . , Rm and execute refine(Ri , k, Ωt ) for every
i ∈ [m]. By Lemma 37 either all edges in a color are accepted or none of them. So the
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machine can compute the set I := {i ∈ [m] | Mk accepts Ri -edges} by distinguishing
for every i whether no relation is created (so i ∈ I) or an empty relation is created (so
i∈
/ I). In particular, At+1 and all intermediate steps are normalized. Let {Si , Ti } be the
corresponding colors for Ri for every i ∈ [m]. We create the vertex class D in Ωt (At ),
which is the result of the refine(U, k)-operation as follows:
ωt+1 := ωt ,
κt+1 := κt ∪ {(D, {{Si, Ti } | i ∈ I})}.
In that way we established Property (S1). The other properties still hold for the same
reasons as before and the (t + 1)-th step is simulated.
choice(U) Recall that in this case M̂ = M̂ out because M̂ wit is choice-free. Again by
Lemma 32, U is a crossing fiber in Ωt (At ).
The machine defines the undirected relation EU as in the refine-case and executes
choice(EU ). By the semantics of the choice-operator, this individualizes an undirected
EU -edge (recall that, to individualize this edge, we obtain a vertex class containing both
endpoints of the edge and the two components of At are not connected). Using this
edge we can individualize the corresponding crossing vertex in Ωt (At ) by defining a singleton fiber V similar to the refine-case. This shows Property (S1). Properties (S2),
(S3) and (S4) still hold as seen before. To show Property (S5), observe that every autocross
morphism of Ωcross
(At ), which additionally fixes the
t+1 (At+1 ) is an automorphism of Ωt
singleton crossing vertex in V . Thus, such an automorphism has also to fix the corresponding undirected EU edge and so it is an automorphism of Ωt+1 (A). Vice versa, every
automorphism fixing this edge also fixes the crossing vertex and the (t + 1)-th step is
simulated.
To show that (M out , M wit , M1 , . . . , Mℓ ) indeed simulates (M̂ out , M̂ wit , M̂1, . . . , M̂ℓ ),
it remains to show that all choices are witnessed. First, the machine M out only executes
a choice(EU )-operation when M̂ out executes the operation choice(U). Because EU is
undirected and due to the semantics of the choice operator for undirected edges, we have
to witness that ẼU := Ẽ{U1 ,U2 } is an orbit, where {U1 , U2 } are the corresponding plain
fibers of U (cf. the definition of EU = E{U1 ,U2 } ). Let N be a set of automorphisms which
witnesses U as orbit fixing all previous steps Âj1 , . . . , Âjℓ (where j1 < · · · < jℓ ), in which
choice-operations where executed by M̂ out .
We finally have to alter M wit : when M̂ wit writes the automorphism encoding set
(Eaut , Edom , Eimg) on the interaction-tape, M wit only constructed relation plans for these
relations. Now it writes (Ωk , Eaut , Edom , Eimg) on the interaction-tape. The perfect matching between the atoms of At and Ât (Properties (S3) and (S4)) precisely then defines the
same set of automorphisms N for At (recall the extended definition of encoding automorphisms for normalized DeepWL+WSC-algorithms) and by Property (S5) and Lemma 24
the automorphisms of At and Ât are equal. By Lemma 46, N witnesses ẼU as orbit fixing
Aj
A
ẼU1j1 , . . . , ẼUℓ ℓ in the simulation.
Finally, to see that the algorithm runs in polynomial time, we note that every step
that is simulated needs a polynomial number of steps. So it remains to argue that the
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structure in the cloud is of polynomial size. By Property (S2) the building plans are
always efficient. Then by Lemma 45 we have that |At | ≤ 2|Ât |.
Corollary 53. If a polynomial time DeepWL+WSC-algorithm decides isomorphism for
a class of binary τ -structures K, then some normalized polynomial time DeepWL+WSCalgorithm decides isomorphism for K.
Proof. Suppose A1 , A2 ∈ K and A := A1 ⊎ A2 . To apply Lemma 52, we have to provide a
building plan Ω such that (A, Ω) simulates A, that is Ωcross (A) ∼
= A. First, we define the
vertex class D of all atoms. Second, we create a plain vertex ui for both components Ai ,
and a vertex class D ′ only containing u1 and u2 . To do so, we define a relation F
connecting all atoms in the same component. We execute scc(F ) and obtain a vertex
class D ′ containing one vertex per component. Then we rename every relation E ∈ τ to
a fresh relation symbol E ′ . We then set Ω := (ω, κ), where
ω := {{D, D ′}} and
κ := {(C, {D, D ′})} ∪ {(E, {{E ′ , D ′ }}) | E ∈ τ }.
We claim that (A, Ω) simulates A. With ω we create for every atom u ∈ Ai in D a single
crossing vertex, because D ′ contains exactly one vertex in Aj (where {i, j} = [2]). Two
such crossing vertices u and v are in the relation E if between the corresponding vertices
there is a D ′ -edge (the D ′ -loop) and an E ′ -edge. That is, u(i) = v (i) is a D ′ -vertex, so u
and v are copies of plain vertices of the same component Aj , and (u(j) , v (j) ) ∈ E A , where E
was renamed to E ′ . So we have established Property (S1). Clearly, every vertex is used
in the building plan because every vertex is either in D or in D ′ , that is Property (S2)
is satisfied. Every crossing vertex is adjacent via Ep to exactly one atom in A because
the D ′ -vertices are not atoms. The relation plan (C, {D, D ′}) creates a vertex class C
containing all crossing vertices. Because each crossing vertex is Ep -connected to an atom
and every atom to a C-vertex, we established Properties (S3) and (S4). Lastly, we also
established Property (S5) because Ω(A) consists essentially of two copies of A connected
by a perfect matching. A similar construction (but without building plans) can be found
in the proof of Lemma 11 in [18].
Theorem 54. Let K be a class of binary τ -structures. Then the following are equivalent:
1. There is a polynomial time DeepWL+WSC-algorithm deciding isomorphism on K.
2. There is a polynomial time DeepWL+WSC-algorithm computing some complete
invariant for K.
Proof. To prove that 2. implies 1., we simulate on input A ⊎ B the algorithm computing some complete invariant in parallel on both components and accept if the invariants
are equal. Here we are faced with a similar issue as in Theorem 22: we cannot simulate the computation on one component in the disjoint union if the components are not
distinguished because we then cannot witness orbits. In the DeepWL+WSC setting, a
complete invariant is a function f : K → {0, 1}∗. We first create a relation E connecting
every atom in the same component and then execute scc(E). In that way, we obtain to
vertices uA and vB related to all A respectively B atoms in a vertex class C.
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We can define a DeepWL+WSC algorithm M which on input (A ⊎ B, uH , i), where
H ∈ {A, B}, decides whether the i-th position in f (H) is 1. Because in (A ⊎ B, uH , i)
the two components are distinguished, we indeed can simulate the DeepWL+WSC algorithm computing the complete invariant. Similarly, we can define a DeepWL+WSC
algorithm M′ deciding whether |f (H)| ≤ i.
Using M and M′ we can similarly to Lemma 38 compute f (A) and f (B) in parallel by executing refine(C, M, i) and refine(C, M′, i). Note that by the refine semantics the algorithms M and M′ are indeed executed on structures where one of uA
and vB is individualized. We use refine(C, M′, i) to check whether we have to execute
refine(C, M, i). We obtain vertex classes Ci refining C for the positions where M accepted. If some Ci properly refines C, the invariants differ for A and B and A ∼
6= B.
Otherwise, the complete invariants are equal and A ∼
= B.
To prove that 1. implies 2., let M be the algorithm deciding isomorphism. This proof
follows the proof of the same theorem for DeepWL [18]. By Corollary 53, we can assume
that M is normalized. We show that I(A) := run(M, A ⊎ A) is a complete invariant for
all A ∈ K. Clearly, if A ∼
= B, then I(A) = I(B) (runs are isomorphism-invariant). For
the other direction, assume that I(A) = run(M, A ⊎ A) = run(M, B ⊎ B) = I(B). From
Lemma 35 it follows that two normalized structures A′ and B′ satisfy D(A′ ) = D(B′ )
if and only if {D(A′ [Vi (A′ )]) | i ∈ [2]} = {D(B′ [Vi (B′ )]) | i ∈ [2]}. From the same
lemma it follows that D(A′ [Vi (A′ )]) = D(A′ )[σi , Vi (A′ )], i.e. D(A′ [Vi (A′ )]) is contained
in the internal run for both i ∈ [2]. So, because I(A) = I(B), the two structures in the
cloud A′ and B′ on input A ⊎ A and B ⊎ B always satisfy {D(A′ [Vi (A′ )]) | i ∈ [2]} =
{D(B′ [Vi (B′ )]) | i ∈ [2]}. But that is, we also have run(M, A ⊎ A) = run(M, B ⊎ B) =
run(M, A ⊎ B). Because M decides isomorphism, M accepts A ⊎ A. So it also accepts
A ⊎ B and we finally conclude A ∼
= B.

5.5

From DeepWL+WSC to CPT+WSC

To finally prove Theorem 21, it remains to show that CPT+WSC can simulate polynomial
time DeepWL+WSC-algorithms.
Lemma 55. If a function f is computable or property P is decidable by a polynomial time
DeepWL+WSC-algorithm, then f or P is CPT+WSC computable respectively definable.
Proof. We follow the same strategy as [18] (Lemma 17): Polynomial time DeepWLalgorithms can be simulated in CPT, because CPT can execute the two-dimensional
Weisfeiler-Leman algorithm to compute the needed coherent configurations and because
addPair and scc operations (the only ones modifying the vertex set of cloud) can easily
be simulated by set operations. So CPT can maintain a set representing the vertices of
the structure in the cloud and so also sets representing the relations and colors.
To extend this proof for DeepWL+WSC, we again proceed by induction on the nesting depth of the algorithm. Let A0 be the initial input structure. We represent an
HF-structure A = (A, M, E1A , . . . , EkA ) such that A = A0 as an HF(A0 )-set itself (using the tuple encoding; we omit here for simplicity that we actually have to store the
relation symbols, which is straightforward). Let M = (M out , M wit , M1 , . . . , Mk ) be a
DeepWL+WSC-algorithm and let Φ1 (x), . . . , Φk (x) be CPT+WSC formulas such that
A ∈ JΦi KA0 (A seen as HF(A0 )-set) if and only if A is accepted by Mi for all i ∈ [k]
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(again, because M defines a property or computes a function, it never fails). Then a
refine(E, i) operation can easily be simulated: Let M be the current set of vertices
(apart the A0 atoms) of the current state of the cloud as maintained by the formula, let
F1 , . . . , Fℓ be all current relation symbols and for every j ∈ [ℓ] let bj ⊆ (A0 ∪M)2 be the set
containing all pairs of the relation Fj (also maintained by the formula). First assume that
E = Fi is directed. We then obtain with {x | x ∈ bi , Φi ((Atoms, M, b1 , . . . , bℓ , {x1 }, {x2 })}
the output of the refine operation, where xi defines the i-th entry of the pair x. Here,
we individualize x1 and x2 by putting them into new singleton relations. In the case
that E is undirected, we proceed similarly but only create one new relation {x1 , x2 }.
Recall that the possible runs of a DeepWL+WSC-machine were defined in Section 5.2
A0
A0
A0
as WSC∗ (δstep
, δchoice
, δwit
), where A0 is the input of the DeepWL+WSC-algorithm conA0
A0
A0
taining the machine. Also note that δstep
, δchoice
, and δwit
are deterministic because they
do not execute choice-operations. So we can define CPT+WSC terms simulating these
functions as argued above. Hence, we can define a CPT+WSC WSC-fixed-point operator
A0
A0
A0
which is equivalent to WSC∗ (δstep
, δchoice
, δwit
). Because the elements of the structure are
obtained in the same way as by the DeepWL+WSC-algorithm, all orbits are witnessed
successfully.
Corollary 56. A function f is computable or a property is P decidable by a polynomial time DeepWL+WSC-algorithm if and only if f or P , respectively, are definable in
CPT+WSC.
We can finally prove Theorem 21.
Proof of Theorem 21. Let Φ be a CPT+WSC formula defining isomorphism of K. Then
there is a polynomial time DeepWL+WSC-algorithm deciding isomorphism of K by
Lemma 30. By Theorem 54 there is a complete invariant computable by a polynomial
time DeepWL+WSC-algorithm. Finally, from Lemma 55 it follows that this complete
invariant is CPT+WSC definable.
We note that the translation from polynomial time DeepWL+WSC-algorithms into
CPT formulas cannot be effective, because the polynomial bounding the running time of
the DeepWL+WSC-algorithms is not given explicitly, but CPT formulas have to provide
them explicitly. However, this could be achieved by equipping DeepWL+WSC-algorithms
with explicit polynomials.

6

The CFI-Query

Fixed-point logic (IFP) was shown not to capture Ptime by Cai, Fürer, and Immerman [3] using the so-called CFI graphs. These graphs come with the problem to decide
whether a given CFI graph is even or not. This is called the CFI-query. CFI graphs and
their generalizations turned out to be useful to separate various logics from Ptime, most
recently rank logic [23].
Already defining restricted versions of the CFI-query is rather difficult in CPT: the
best current result is that the CFI-query for base graphs of logarithmic color class size
or base graphs with linear maximal degree is CPT-definable [28]. The technique for
logarithmic color class size is based on constructing deeply-nested sets which are invariant
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under isomorphisms of the CFI graphs, but can be used to determine the parity of the
graph. For general base graphs it is not clear how such sets can be constructed while still
satisfying polynomial bounds. However, in the presence of symmetric choice, solving CFI
graphs becomes easier.
For totally ordered base graphs it was shown by Gire and Hoang [12] that IFP extended
with a suitable fixed-point operator with witnessed symmetric choice defines the CFIquery. While the choice operator in [12] has slightly different semantics than the one in
CPT+WSC, the same approach can be formulated in CPT+WSC, which is not surprising
as CPT captures IFP.
To construct a class of base graphs for which the CFI-query it is not known to be
definable in CPT we consider not necessarily totally ordered base graphs. Because every automorphism of the base graph translates to automorphisms of the CFI graph and
because we need to choose from orbits, we assume that the base graphs have CPT distinguishable orbits. This turns out to be sufficient to define the CFI-query.
The CFI Construction. We first review the CFI construction and its crucial properties and the procedure to define the CFI-query on totally ordered base graph as given
by [12]. We then show that the CFI-query is definable for base graphs with definable
orbits via canonization of the CFI graphs using the techniques from Section 4.
A base graph is a simple, undirected, and connected graph. For a base graph
G = (V, E) and a function g : E → F2 we define the CFI graph CFI(G, g) as follows. For
every directed base edge e = (u, v) ∈ E there is a pair of edge vertices ue,0 and ue,1
(note that, since G is undirected, we have these edge vertex pairs for every direction).
For every base vertex u ∈ V of degree d we add the degree-d CFI gadget: the vertex set
N (u) P
is Cu := {vu,ā | ā ∈ F2 G , ā = 0}. For every base vertex u ∈ V and every v ∈ NG (u)
we add the edges {u(u,v),i , vu,ā } whenever ā(v) = i for every i ∈ F2 . Finally, for every edge
{u, v} ∈ E we add the edges {{u(u,v),i , u(v,u),j } | i + j = g({u, v})}.
We say that a gadget vertex vu,ā has origin u and write orig(vu,ā ) = u and similar for
edge vertices orig(u(u,v) ) = (u, v). We extend the notation to tuples of vertices orig(w̄) =
(orig(w1 ), . . . , orig(w|w| )).
The gadgets have the property that every local automorphism of a gadget Cu (and
its adjacent edge vertices) swaps an even number of the edge vertex pairs, that is, ue,0
is mapped to ue,1 and vice versa for an even number of edges e incident to u. Its wellknown [3] that up to isomorphism there are exactly two CFI graphs for a given base
P
P
graph G, namely the one with g = 0 called even and the one with g = 1 called odd.
The CFI-query is to decide whether a given CFI graph is even.
We also allow colored base graphs: If the base graph is colored (that is, a structure
G = (V, E, ) equipped with a total preorder), then the gadgets are colored according
to their base vertices. The color class size of G is the size of its largest -equivalence
class. For a class of base graphs K we denote with CFI(K) := {CFI(G, g) | G = (V, E) ∈
K, g : E → F2 } the class of CFI graphs over K.
We recall some well-known facts on the automorphisms of CFI graphs. Let G =
(V, E, ≤) be a totally ordered base graph, g : E → F2 be arbitrary, A = CFI(G, g), and
ū ∈ A∗ . All automorphisms of (A, ū) are composed out of cycles in the base graph. Let
u1 , . . . , uk with u1 = uk be a cycle in G − orig(ū). Then there is an automorphism that
swaps the edge vertex pairs for exactly the edges {ui, ui+1 } for all i ∈ [k − 1] and the edge
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{uk , u1 } and maps the gadget vertices Cui accordingly. It holds that the two edge vertices
ue,0 and ue,1 are in the same 1-orbit of (A, ū) if and only if there is a cycle in G − orig(ū)
containing e.
Another property is that if u ∈ V is a base vertex of degree d and for d − 1 edge
vertex pairs incident to Cu an edge vertex is contained in ū, that then we can define in
IFP (and so in CPT) a total order on Cu and the edge vertices of the single remaining
incident edge.
Gire and Hoang [12] showed that IFP extended with a fixed-point operator with witnessed symmetric choice defines the CFI-query for totally ordered base graphs. Although
the semantics of the choice operator is slightly different from the one presented in the
paper, the same arguments also work in CPT+WSC: Maintain a tuple ū of individualized edge vertices and check whether there is still a base edge e contained in a cycle in
G − orig(ū). If this is the case, use {ue,0, ue,1} as choice set and extend ū by the chosen
vertex. Once no such edge exists, we can define a total order on the CFI graph and
e.g. by the Immerman-Vardi Theorem decide whether it is even. Finally, to define the
necessary automorphisms for the edge vertices of the edge e, we pick a minimal (with
respect to the total order in the base graph) cycle in G − orig(ū), swap the edge vertices
and permute the gadget vertices accordingly.
Unordered Base Graphs. We now consider unordered base graphs. Let G = (V, E, )
be a base graph and g : E → F2 . Given that G contains a vertex of degree at least 3,
every automorphism of CFI(G, g) is composed of automorphism of the base graph G and
a “CFI-automorphism” from the CFI construction (which does not permute the base
graph). If ϕ is an automorphism of G, it is easy to see that there is an isomorphism
P
P
CFI(G, g) → CFI(ϕ(G), g ◦ ϕ) = CFI(G, g ◦ ϕ). Because g ◦ ϕ = g, there is, as seen
above, an isomorphism ψ (which does not permute the base graph) such that ψ ◦ ϕ is an
automorphism of CFI(G, g).
When we want to define the CFI-query for a class of base graphs K using the choice
operator, we need to assume that K has definable orbits. Indeed, as we have seen,
computing orbits of CFI graphs is at least as hard as computing orbits of the base graph,
the choice operator is useless if we cannot define orbits of K. We now show that assuming
that K has CPT-definable orbits suffices to define the CFI-query.
Lemma 57. Let K be a class of (colored) base graphs with CPT-distinguishable 2-orbits.
Then CFI(K) is ready for individualization in CPT.
Proof. Let G = (V, E, ) ∈ K, A = CFI(G, g) for some g : E → F2 , and ū ∈ A. On
input A and ū, we first define the base graph (G, orig(ū)) and define its 2-orbits (note
here that orig(ū) is a tuple containing vertices or pairs of vertices of G, so it can be
encoded by a tuple of vertices of G). This is done as follows: A base vertex u of the
base graph (G, orig(ū)) is encoded by the set of vertices of CFI(G, g) with origin u. We
then use the CPT formula Φorb to define a total preorder on the base graph. Note that,
because Φorb is only a CPT formula, we do not have to care about choices here.
We now check whether there is a 2-orbit containing a directed edge (u, v) as part of
a cycle of G − orig(ū). If that is the case, we can canonically choose the minimal such
2-orbit O. Then the set {u(u,v),i | (u, v) ∈ O, i ∈ Z2 } is a 1-orbit of (A, ū). In particular,
it is nontrivial and so disjoint with orig(ū).
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In the other case that there is no such cycle, we can use the properties of CFI graphs
to order the vertices of each gadget and each edge vertex pair. This does not necessarily
define a total order on all vertices, because the base graph may have non-trivial orbits
(but no cycles, e.g. a tree). So we check whether there is a nontrivial 2-orbit in the
base graph. If that is the case, we again choose the minimal such orbit O. Now the set
{u(u,v),i | (u, v) ∈ O, u(u,v),i is minimal among u(u,v),0 and u(u,v),1 } is a nontrivial 1-orbit
of (A, ū) and so again disjoint with orig(ū).
Finally, if there is neither a cycle in G − orig(ū) nor a nontrivial orbit in (G, orig(ū)),
then the ordering of the vertices per gadget and edge vertex pairs extends to a total order
of A and we output the minimal vertex not contained in ū.
Corollary 58. For every class of (colored) base graphs K with CPT-distinguishable orbits
CPT+WSC defines the CFI-query.
Proof. Because CFI(K) is ready for individualization in CPT (and so in particular in
CPT+WSC), CPT+WSC defines a canonization for CFI(K) by Theorem 22. Then by
the Immerman-Vardi Theorem IFP (and so CPT and so CPT+WSC) captures Ptime
on CFI(K) and so in particular defines the CFI-query.
Note here that we do not have to construct automorphisms of uncolored CFI graphs
explicitly, because we use Theorem 22.
We finally show that Corollary 58 covers graph classes for which it is not known that
the CFI-query is CPT-definable. The best known results due to [28] are classes of base
graph with logarithmic color class size or where the maximum degree in the graphs is
linear in the graph size.
Corollary 59. There is a class of (colored) base graphs K = {Gn | n ∈ N}, such
q that
CPT+WSC defines the CFI-query for K and for every n ∈ N the graph Gn is O( |Gn |)q

regular and every color class of Gn has size Ω( |Gn |).
Proof. It suffices to construct a class K = {Gn | n ∈ N} of colored base graphs K with the
desired regularity and color-class size properties and which has CPT-definable 2-orbits
by Corollary 58.
Let n ∈ N be fixed. We define Gn = (V, E, ) as follows: start with n disjoint cliques
K1 , . . . , Kn of size n. Then connect every Ki to Ki+1 (and Kn to K1 ) with a complete
bipartite graph. Finally, color the graph such that each Ki is a color class. We now
consider the 2-orbits of (Gn , ū) for some arbitrary ū ∈ V ∗ . For a vertex v ∈ V it is
easy to see that the 1-orbit O(v) containing v is O(v) = {v} if v ∈ ū and otherwise
O(v) = {w | v ∈ Ki , w ∈ Ki , w ∈
/ ū}. Then the 2-orbit of a tuple (u, v) is O(u, v) =
′
′
{(w, w ) | w ∈ O(u), w ∈ O(v), and w 6= w ′ if and only if u 6= v}.
Clearly, this graph has order n2 , is (3n−1)-regular, and has color class size n, satisfying
the assertion of the lemma. Its also easy to see that CPT defines the partition of 2-orbits
shown above and can order it using the total order on the cliques.

7

Discussion

We extended CPT with a witnessed symmetric choice operator and obtained the logic
CPT+WSC. We proved that defining isomorphism in CPT+WSC is equivalent to defining
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canonization. A crucial point was to extend the DeepWL computing model to show
that a CPT+WSC-definable isomorphism test yields a CPT+WSC-definable completeinvariant.
Thereby, CPT+WSC can be viewed as a simplification step in the quest for a logic
capturing Ptime as now only isomorphism needs to be defined to be able to apply the
Immerman-Vardi theorem.
To turn a complete invariant into a canonization within CPT+WSC we used the
canonization algorithm of Gurevich. To implement it in CPT+WSC, we have to extend
it to provide witnessing automorphisms. For this to work, we needed to give to the
witnessing terms the defined fixed-points as input. This is different in other extensions
of first order logic with symmetric choice [7, 12]. We actually require that choice sets are
orbits when respecting all previous intermediate steps in the fixed-point computation. It
appears that this is only relevant if a formula actively forgets previous choices. But how
could forgetting these be beneficial? In any case we are not sure whether the modification
changes the expressiveness of the logic.
Another question is the relation of CPT+WSC to other logics. Is CPT+WSC more
expressive than CPT? Do nested WSC-fixed-point operators increase the expressiveness
of CPT+WSC? In [7] it is proven that for fixed-point logic extended with (unwitnessed)
symmetric choice, the ability to nest increases expressiveness.
We should remark that any positive answer to our questions separates CPT from
Ptime and hence all questions might be difficult to answer.
Finally, extending DeepWL with witnessed symmetric choice turned out to be extremely tedious. While proofs for DeepWL without choice are already complicated [18]
for our extensions the proofs got even more involved. We would like to see more elegant
techniques to prove Theorem 21 for CPT+WSC (or even for CPT).
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